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Murray State Gets
Grant For Program
In City and County

Ten Die In
Three-Car
Accident
CLARSKVILLE, Ind. (UP1)—
Five Louisvillians and five former Kentuckians were killed
Sunday in a three car accident,
one of the nation's worst over the
July Fourth weekend.
Police said the wreck occurred
on 1-65 across the Ohio
from Louisville when a
bound car crossed the
and plowed into a
auto and ,hen into another ear,
The dead were all occupants of
the first two cars in -olved.
They included the di iver of the
southbound car, Merger
Popplewell of Louisville,
husband, Bethiel, and
passengers in the
car: Wayneford Carroll o
Louisville, his wife, Lola Mae,
and their son Michael, 2. Pamela
Jones, 7 of Louisville—anothee
passenger—was critically in-

Murray State University has
been awarded a $9,500 federal
grant for partial financing of a
year-round comprehensive
community recreation program
for Murray and Calloway County.
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of
By United Press International the department of health,
The number of holiday traffic physical
education
and
victims passed the 600 mark
recreation at Murray State, said
early today with delayed the funds wW make up two-thirds
reports continuing in what the
of the total budget of 814,250 for
National Safety Council termed
the project, with the university
a "disastrous" weekend.
furnishing the remaining oneThe council has estimated
third.
before the holiday period began
Funded under the terms of
at 6 p.m. local time Friday that
Title I of the Higher Education
520 to 620 persons would be
Act of 1965, the project is
LEE PENNING'rON (far right) talks with Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Garrott Thursday at a get
killed in highway accidents.
designed to provide leisure time
acquainted tea for students enrolled in Murray State University's third annual Jesse Stuart Creative
"It was a bad weekend," a
recreational opportunity to
Writing Workshop. Mr. Garrot is the director of public relations at MSU. Mr. Pennington will teach
spokesman said Monday night.
people in the community and to
the poetry division of the workshop. The three-week session also Includes courses in the novel, the
"It was disastrous."
train more volunteers for
short story, and the article.
Last year, 540 persons died
recreational leadership.
during the Independence Day
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Submitted by Bailey Gore,
weekend.
assistant professor of recreation,
A United Press International the grant proposal acknowledges
Victims in the northbound car
count at 8 am. EDT showed the cooperation of both city and
were a family from Shirley, Ind.,
617 persons had died in traffic county officials, city and county
formerly residents of Albany, Ky.
accidents.
They were Prentis When, his
school boards, the university
A breakdown of accidental administration and several civic
wife, Dorothy, Willen's mother, Mrs. Helen Hedges, noted dramatist , will present a program
Pauline, and the couple's son, at the Calloway County Public Library on Thursday, July 8, at deaths showed:
organizations in the plan for a
617 unified recreation program.
A transmission was stolen from Stanley and daughter, Sharon, 2:30 p.m. Also present will be Author Jesse Stuart and Poet Lee Traffic
Drovmirigs
181
a car owned by a Mr. Alexander Kay.
Pennington.
Workshops in tennis, day
18 camping, dance, archery,
of 322 Irvan Street, according to The driver of the third car,
( Wilson Woolley photo) Planes
Other
Tegart
of
Joseph
New Albany,
59 beitcasting, arts and crafts, and
the report made to the Murray
Total
873 swimming instructed by physical
Police Department on Sunday at Ind., was injured slightly.
to start the
By AL ROSSITER JR.
California reported 60 traffic education personnel from the
6:41 p.m.
y. No
UPI Space Writer
deaths, Texas 47, Indiana 31, university will be open to
the tranAlexander said
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)— anission was taken from a motor
Georgia 29 and New York and prospective voluntary leaders
Florida 28 each. Only North from throughout West Kentucky.
tie over Apollo 15 astronauts David R. on a six cyclinder Chevy II
abroad. He is also teaching in the Dakota, South Dakota, Alaska Extending through June of
Mon of Scott, Alfred M. Worden and straight shift, the report said.
A Jesse Stuart—Lee Pennington
which James B. Irwin started 20 days The transmission was bolted to
Creative Writing Workshop at and Vermont reported no 1972, the project is aimed at
review will be held at the
of launch site isolation today in the motor and two bolts were
Murray State University at traffic fatalities.
correcting the lack of community
been
Word
has
Calloway
received
C,ounty
Public
Library,
of
the
preparation
for
their
flight to found on the ground beside the
ieful
recreation for youngsters, adults
death
f
Mrs.
D.
L
L.
Divelbiss.,
velbias,
y
,
o
a
2
Thursday,
:
.
30
.
p.m.
July
Present'
8,
at
26.
the
moon
July
Penmotor, according to the police
volumes of
the
and senior citizens. Objectives of
former resident of Murray, who Mrs. Helen Hodges will review Three
The
three
astronauts
flew
to
report.
poetry have been
fled
the
project include impassed away Sunday in Man- selections from both of their ningston's
Monday at eight p.m. a theft
published: "Scenes from a
ng the spaceport early today from
plementation of procedures to
review.
Meld,
open
Ohio.
the
writings
at
their homes in Houston and are was reported at Liberty Super
"
WildRoad
"
,
Southern
develop a community youth
Divaibias was 75 years ot.,_ Jame Stuart is now teaching a
-Isehethease to eseasesa mow Matte on South 12th Streee
age and was an active member ofroouree in short story writing at flower...Poems for Joy", and
activity center and a community
days
after
Aug.
their
9,
two
from
the
store was 24 oneStolen
the
swimming pool.
the United Methodist Church. She Murray State University in the "April Poems". He is a teacher
splashdown.
Pacific
Ocean
half pound packs of M & M candy,
at
at Jefferson Community College Eleven persons died in traffic Gore, who is serving as project
They will remain in semi- twelve cans of Treet meat, and was also active in civic and social Jesse Stuart Creative Writing
in Louisville and has also written accidents in Kentucky during the director, said the professional
quarantine here until launch in thirty-six pecan pies, according clubs there. Her death followed Workshop. He has become a well
and many Fourth of July weekend. Their staff will be in direct contact with
an extended illness.
loved and familiar person to this several short stories
was sin effort to minimize their to the police report.
The deceased and her husband area and has appeared for magazine and newspaper ar- deaths pushed the state toll for workshop participants. Facilities
chances of catching a cold or
came to Murray in 1945 along programs many times in the ticles. Pennington was a student the year to 448, compared with to be used include city tennis
•
Toad some other ailment that could
with eleven other families from library. He will be present for a of Jesse Stuart's in Greenup 494 through this date last year. courts, fairgrounds, city park,
beneath delay their 12-day moon landing
Mansfield, Ohio, to open the review of one of his famous County, Kentucky. He was won The fatalities:
and the university swimming
he was expedition.
Tappan stove manufacturing children's books at a later date. many honors and awards as a Simpsonville: Stephen Earl pool,
gymnasium
and
Worden
and
Irwin
Scott,
will
water from
Appalachian
poet
of
the
Talbert, 27, Louisville, was killed classrooms, along with city and
plant here in Murray. Mr. Lee Pennington, a native talented
the pot and it live in their isolated quarters in
early Sunday when his car ran off county school property.
Divelbiss served as plant Kentuckian, is the author of over area.
the brim with the manned spacecraft operaMrs. Hodges, a local celebrity, Webb Road two milled west of Rex Alexander, associate
The Murray Fire Department superintendent and was later 100 published poems appearing in
tions
building,
seven
miles
from
the Toad.
present selections from here on Shelby County.
professor of recreation and a
their launch site. They will answered a call at 1:45 this elevated to the position of chief publication in this country and will
books written by these two Eddvville: David Chetatgam, member of the Murray city
engineer
before
his
retirement
in
morning
of
Dolores
to
the
home
limit
their
the
excursions
on
sodden here came up a
famous authors. She is well 26, of Princeton, died Sunday in a council, is the project coorWarner, 1109 Fairlane Drive, 1959. He and his wife resided on
of bubbles and he comes base to their training building,
known for her lively and two-car crash in Eddyville in dinator.
Sycamore Street before moving
Murray.
to
the
launch
complex
and
to
a
plumb out of his hole to sit on top
dramatic presentations.
Lyon County.
to
Mansfield
back
after
department
Records
said
of
the
The Murray State University
his
of the dirt to allow the water to beach house used for rest and
Both Dr. Stuart and Mr. Edmonton: Three persons, all Foundation is administering the
retirement.
in
an
the fire was from a short
quiet
study.
fall directly on him.
Pennington will be present
from the same family, died in a grant.
The pre-flight isolation period electric fan and was out on their Funeral services will be held
autograph their books which
two-car collission in Metcalfe
arrival. They returned to the Wednesday at the Finfrock
was
first
used
for
the
A
>ono
14
It was close to 90 outside so apsale.
be
on
County,
eight miles south of
Funeral
Home,
Mansfield,
am.
Ohio.
2:10
station
at
parently he welcomed the mission and that r dronaut
The public is invited to a
Edmonton on Ky. 163 Saturday
Monday at eight p.m. the Interment will be in a cemetery
crew
went
to
the
moon
without
moisture. He gave us a look of,
this program, a librar night. The victims were idenfiremen used the booster to ex- there.
what do you think you are doing. Illness. An astronaut exposure
spokesman said.
tified as Barbara,24, Judy, 4, and
No
Mrs.
were
traffic
insurvived
collisions
Divelbiss
by
is
flames
in
tinguish
the
barthe
to measles led to a last-minute
Jennifer Savage, 14, of Edbecue building of Owen's Food her husband, D. L. Divelbiss of vestigated by the Murray Police
substitution
before
pilot
the
Fundamentally, however, he
monton.
Market at 15th and Main Streets. Mansfield,and a host of friends in Department over the holiday
last
Apollo
year.
13
launch
enjoyed the water, but he
Harrodsburg: Two persons
firemen were on the scene Murray and Calloway County. weekend, according to Chief of
The
be
astronauts
Apollo
will
15's
possibly resented the manner in
died
Saturday night in a two-car
Police
James
M.
Brown.
8:30
p.m.
until
the first moon landing crew
which he received it
accident on Ky. 127 in Mercer
Chief Brown said it was a very
that will not have to spend The firemen stood by at the
County, nine miles north of here.
quiet weekend and the last wreck
. The farmer was introducing his three weeks in quarantine at Murray Drive-In Theatre last
Mel Purcell, son of Mr. and
Killed were Brenda Byrd, 25, and
filed
was
on
Friday
report
afDee
Oakley
of
James
Murray
night
from
the
9:00
to
9:30
while
hired help to an anti-poverty the lunar receiving laboratory
Mrs.
Bennie Purcell of Murray,
Art
Lee
Byrd,
48,
both
of
A
report
of
this
ternoon.
collision
died Sunday at 6:15 p.m. at the
in Houston after their landing fire works show for the holiday
commission investigator:
won the boys, 12 and under, title
was in Saturday's issue of the Murray-Calloway County Harrodsburg.
was
in
progress.
decided
on
Doctors
the
basis
ot
"Gordon here milks the cows
Ledger & Times.
Hospital. He was 77 years of age Hopkinsville: Thomas Dale in the Southern Junior Closed
and works in the fields and gets the first three moon landing Saturday the firemen answered
were
cited
Ten
by
persons
the
and
a former resident of Hardin. McAttee, 18, of Cadiz, was killed Tennis Tournament this weekend
first
two
being
calls
to
with the
$45 a week. The same with Billy results that there is no longer a
City
Police
during the long Funeral services are being held Saturday when his out-of-control in New Orleans, La.
trailer owned by Warden Keith Cartwright, son of Mr
Jo, and this young lady, Sue chance that astronauts might the
holiday
weekend.
They were two today at two p.m. at the chapel of car ran off U. S. 68 and crashed Purcell won 6-0, 6-4 over
Gilbert at 11091
/
2
Sycamore
bring
back
extraterrestrial
and Mrs. Joe Cartwright, 1611 for public drunkenness
Anne, cooks and gets $30 a week
and the Linn Funeral Home, Benton, by the roadside. The accident Russell Buchi of Nashville, Tenn.
Street.
The
firemen
used
the
germs that could endanger
Kennland, Murray, has a disorderly conduct,
with room and board."
the
top-rated
one
for
no with Rev. Otis Jones officiating. occurred in Christian County, Purcell,
booster to extinguish the flames mineral and gem collection in
"Fair enough so far," said the earth life.
youngster in the nine-state
from a short in the trailer. inn display at the Calloway County operator's license and illegal Burial will be in the Union Ridge four miles west of here.
inspector, "is there anyone
Bowling Green: Charles southern area,teamed with Tiger
firemen were at the scene from Library. A number of mineral possession of alcohol, one for Cemetery.
else?"
Bryant
Bohannon, 57, Bowling Buford, Memphis, Tenn., as the
reckless
driving,
one
for
unSurvivors
Mrs.
From
10:35 to 11:05 a.m.
are his wife,
7:45 to specimens are in the display and
"Only the half-wit," answered
8:07 p.m. the men used CO 2 to among them cut Geodes that necessary noise and allowing Mary F. Oakley of Murray; two Green, died Saturday when his two won their age divisions
the farmer. "He gets $10 a week,
extinguish flames on a car for !how the various crystal for- person to ride mc'.?•,-.ycle without daughters, Mrs.Dorothy Morris pickup truck left Ky. 234 about doubles title.
tobacco, room and board."
Thomas Hornbuckle at 211 Pine mations. Included in the gem safety helmet, one for no safety of Kansas City, Mo., and Mrs. four miles east of here and Purcell will now advance to the
"Ah-ha," said the inspector,
helmet, one for no operator's Lunell Lovett of Murray; three overturned. The victim suffered national tournament, July 26-31,
Street.
collection are both precious and license
"I'd like to speak to him."
and
improper sons, Clovis Oakley of Murray, a broken neck and skull fracture in Chattnooga, Tenn.
semiprecious stones. Some are
"You're talking to him right
Purcell, ranked as one of the
registration,
one
for no Eurie Oakley of Benton, and police said.
Mrs. Betty Riley attended the
polished and cut while others are operator's r,license,
now," replied the farmer.
best
netters in his age group in
Three
other
fatalities
were
one
for
James D. Oakley of Hardin; one
annual meeting of the National
tumbled stones.
reported Friday night after the 6 the country, took fourth place in
driving
on
sdspended
or
revoked
brother,
Calvert
Odle
Oakley
of
Education
Association
held at the
Cartwright also has a number
Blackberries are red now. They
license, and one for public City; fourteen grandchildren; p.m. (EDT) tabulating Period the 14-year-old competition.
of fossils on display in the library. drunkenness, according
start off being green, then turn Cobo Hall in Detroit, Mich., last
began. The weekend toll
to the seven great grandchildren.
red. They are ripe when they are week. She returned home Sun- Deputy Sheriff Maurice Wilson Fossils are the remains of once citation reports.
tabulation ended Monday midMARES DEANS LIST
investigated
day,
a
July
one
4.
car
be
accident
living organisms and can
black. When they are red, they're
night.
The Murray woman,teacher of this morning at two o'clock on the found in many places across the
still green.
Miss Nancy Jane Allen,
English at Calloway County High Mayfield Highway 121, about 11
/
2 landscape. The collection condaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rantains fossil shark teeth. Fossil WOMAN NAMED TO FCC
Persimmons getting larger. School, was the delegate for the miles from the city limits.
dolph Allen of 80B North 19th,
Acorns also. Hickory nuts too. Calloway County Educational Injured in the collision was the fern, dinosaur bones, petrified WASHINGTON (UPI) —Rep
Murray, was recently named to
Charlotte
T.
Reid,
driver
of
the
1964
R-111.,
Buick
Friday
Association
at
two
the
NEA
door,
meeting.
specimen
wood,
and
other
black.
turning
Cherries
Wild
the
Dean's List of Bob Jones
became
Alma
the
first
Lampkins,
woman
While
age
in
twenty,
Detroit,
she
of
was
come
the
The public is invited to
When they are red they are
University, Greenville, S. C.
green. May Pops coming along. guest of her sisters, Mrs. Cletus Mayfield, and a male passenger VIEW true interesting display, a nominated to a federal regula- Revival services are being
Miss Allen is a junior in the
tory agency since 1948.
Doda of Warren, Mich., and Mrs. in the car who was not identified library spokesman said.
Wild Grapes too.
held each evening at 7:45 this Sheriff Clyde Steel arrested a School of Education.
Ann Tobias of Westland, Mich. on the wreck report. The extent of
their injuries is not known, and
President Nixon mama the week through Friday, July 9, at juvenile on Friday night and
RECEIVES DEGREE
officials
at
the Murray-Calloway
nine-year House veteran to the Mt. Hebron United Methodist charged him with selling stolen
HOSPITAL PATIENT
WOW CAMP 502
Mary Gayle Parrott, '721
appear
Church,
will
located
west
He
of
batteries.
car
County Hospital said they were
serve on the Federal CommuniVariable cloudiness and warn
before Juvenile Judge Robert 0. Sycamore, Murray, was among
Mrs. Huel (Maybelle) Jones of not listed as having been treated Camp 592 of the Woodrnen of cations Commission. She is Backusburg on Highway 464.
today through Wednesday with
1,048 students to receive degrees
Rev.
John
Jones,
pastor
of
the
Miller.
there.
Murray
is a patient at the Norton
widely scattered afternoon and
the World will hold its regular expected to take the $23,000-as Kirksey United
at Southeast Missouri State
Methodist
evening thunderstorms. Highs Memorial Infirmary, 231 Oak Deputy Wilson said the car meeting on Thursday, July 8, at year job Oct 1 for a term (lurch, is the evangelist. Rev
Girardeau
Over the long holiday weekend College, Cape
today and Wednesday mostly in Street, Louisville, 1(y. She is in driven by Lampkins left the road 7:30 p.m. at the WOW Hall. ending June 30, 1978. She will Jim Griffith, pastor of the the Sheriff and his deputi recently. She received the
and
through
a
ran
fence.
Room
replace
Dames
and
432
60s
Thomas J. Houser, who
and is undergoing
the 80s. Lows tonight
Refreshments will be served and
Bachelor of Science in Medical
to the car was on the right side. all Woodmen are invited
has submitted his resignation. church, and the congregation arrested three persons for publi
special testa.
iower 70s
Technology degree.
invite the public to attend.
drunkenness.
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8-Track

FAMOUS BRAND

PLAYER

Stainless Blades

. .7• With 2 Speakers

AM, FM, FM MPX

• Gillette
• Schick

COMPARE AT 250 EACH
LIMIT 2 PACKS

LADIES

COLD POWER
or TIDE XK

14$
Each

Second pair equal
less retail price.

July is ice tea time, and here is
a real buy on a heavyweight
libby ice tea glass in attractive
swirl design in assorted colors.

Here is a real buy on 10 pack
razor blades. Big 10 pack pkg.

YOUR CHOICE

Buy one pair of any
plastic framed sunglasses
in our stock and receive the second pair
for only 4.

LEE PENN]
acquainted tea
Writing Workat
the poetry dirt
short story, an

or

Rubber Thongs

NYLON
TOPS

Seen6
Aro

POLAROID
Color Film

GIANT
FAMILY SIZE

MU

Mist a good II
week off. . .
Monday.

NfjffA

'2.97 VALUE

ENZYME

COMPARE AT 1.99)
1
•31i
Fashion smart ladies 100% nylon knit tops in
new summer colors. Sleeveless back zip with
mock turtle neck collars. Save an additional
MO above our usual low price. Sizes S-M-L.

Factory fresh Polaroid types
108 film for summer fun. Visit
our complete camera dept

• Favorite all-rubber thong sandal for
beach, home, backyard or sumer camp.
* Weighs nothing-thick cushiony sole.
• Sizes for everyone in assorted colors.

LIMIT 2

Luzianne Premium Blend

COFFEE
DUBUQUE

LUNCHEON MEATS

/11 m

HOT
PANTS
Assorted colors & styles,
prints & solids, machine
washable
Our Reg. '2.66

DAIWA Rod &
Reel Outfit

Scotts
Table Napkins

Rod with stainless steel foul
proof guides and stainless
steel chrome plated tip.

44;

160 To A Pack

Ajax
For
Dishes

U was obvious tl
in the pot becau
dug dirt in the
himself was out
She dirt, but w
there. Anyway v
Ste hose dribble
began to fill up
so reaction frail

Dinnerware
Guaranteed
Break Resistant
Dishwasher Safe
Our Reg.
0
sr
NOW

4
•

‘‘

uspension

PEAT MOSS

MAALOX

FANTASTIC BUYS! OUR STORES
TREMENDOUS VALUES! COME
LIMITED! OUR DECLARATION OF
OtIALITY AT LOW PRICES.

New

Melamine

Our Reg. 57'

UMIT 3
Famous brand vacuum packed
10 or 12 oz. zip open can.
Your choice Temt or Chopped
ham.

We decided we
Golden Chain tr
the back door.

45 PIECE SET

1 lb. Can
& CHICORY
NOW
Our Reg. 89'
Limit 2
lb.

REG.
1.27
Antacid-Demulcent

FAMOUS BRAND

LARGE ASSORTMENT
9x12 Indoor-Outdoor

12 Oz. Bottle

Our Reg. %24.118

32 oz Bottle

YOUR CHOICE

Alka-Seltzed

100 Count
PAPER PLATES

Dish Towels

A 75' VALUE

Lady Vanity

MIXER
or
Knapp Monarch IRON
Our Reg.
818

NOW $600
Limit 1

TOOL
BOX

re 9-inch

20 Qt Foam

plates

6 to 10

FREE
Limit 1

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Store Hours 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Ph. 753-8777
Acres Of Free Parking
12:30-6 Sunday
Equal Opportunity

Employer

Monday Only!
From 6 p.m' to 10 p.m.

Popcorn 8 Icees
BANKAMERICARO

For All

Our Reg. 97'

54
c
From

4P 1 °°

NOW $297

Our Reg. 135

COOLER CHEST

•
By Kendall ,
I\The towel that out dries
all others. Super absorbant,
lint free, 75% cotton,
25% rayon

5 slo Gift
•
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Murray State Gets
Grant For Program
In City and County.

Ten Die In
Three-Car
Accident
CLARSKVILLE, Ind. (UPI)-Five Louisvillians and five former Kentuckians were killed
Sunday in a three car accident,
one of the nation's worst over the
July Fourth weekend.
Police said the wreck occurred
on 1-65 across the Ohio River
from Louisville when a south.)
bound car crossed the median
and plowed into a northbound
auto and then into another car.
The dead were all occupants of
the first two cars in Solved.
They included the ct iver of the
southbound car, Margaret
Popplawell of Louisville,
husband, Bethiel, and
passengers in the
car: Wayneford Carroll of
Louisville, his wife, Lola Mae,
and their son Michael, 2.
Jones, 7 of LouLsvill
passenger—was critically in
jured.
Victims in the northbound car
were a family from Shirley, Ind.,
formerly residents of Albany, Ky.
They were Prentis Willen, his
wife, Dorothy, When's mother, Mrs. Helen Hodges, noted dramatist ,will present a program
Pauline, and the couple's son, at the Calloway County Public Library on Thursday, July 8, at
Stanley and daughter, Sharon 2:34 p.m. Also present will be Author Jesse Stuart and Poet Lee
Kay.
Pennington..
The driver of the third car,
i Wilson Woolley photo)
Joseph Tegart of New Albany,.
Ind., was injured slightly.

Murray State University has
been awarded a $9,500 federal
grant for partial financing of a
year-round comprehensive
community recreation program
for Murray and Calloway County.
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of
By United Press Internadonal the department of health,
The number of holiday traffic physical
education
and
victims passed the 600 mark recreation at Murray State, said
early today with delayed the funds will make up two-thirds
reports continuing in what the of the total budget of $14,250 for
National Safety Council termed
the project, with the university
a "disastrous" weekend.
furnishing the remaining oneThe council has estimated third.
before the holiday period began
Funded under the terms of
at 6 p.m. local time Friday that
Title I of the Higher Education
520 to 620 persons would be
Act of 1965, the project is
killed in highway accidents.
LEE PENNINGTON (far right) talks with Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Garrott Thursday at a getdesigned to provide leisure time
bad
weekend,"
a
"It was a
acquainted tea for students enrolled in Murray State University's third annual Jesse Stuart Creative
recreational opportunity to
spokesman said Monday night.
Writing Workshop. Mr. Garrot is the director of public relations at MSU. Mr.Pennhigtoa will teach
people in the community and to
the poetry division of the workshop. The three-week session also includes courses in the novel, the
"It was disastrous."
train more volunteers for
persons
died
Last
year,
540
short story, and the article.
recreational leadership.
during the Independence Day
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
Submitted by Bailey Gore,
weekend.
assistant professor of recreation,
A United Press International the grant proposal acknowledges
count at 8 a.m. EDT showed the cooperation of both city and
617 persons had died in traffic county officials, city and county
accidents.
school boards, the university
A breakdown of accidental administration and several civic
deaths showed:
organizations in the plan for a
Traffic
617 unified recreation program.
A transmission was stolen from
Drovmings
181
a car owned by a Mr. Alexander
Workshops in tennis, day
18 camping, dance, archery,
Planes
of 322 Irvan Street, according to
Other
59 baitcasting, arts and crafts, and
the report made to the Murray
873 swimming instructed by physical
Total
What a good way to start the
Police Department on Sunday at
By AL ROSSITER JR.
California reported 60 traffic education personnel from the
week off . . . on Tuesday. No
6:41 p.m.
UPI Space Writer
deaths, Texas 47, Indiana 31, university will be open to
Monday.
Alexander said
the tranCAPE KENNEDY (UPI)— smission was taken from a motor
Georgia 29 and New York and prospective voluntary leaders
Florida 28 each. Only North from throughout West Kentucky.
We accomplished very little over Apollo 15 astronauts David R. on a six cyclinder Chevy II
the holiday with the exception of Scott, Alfred M. Worden and straight shift, the report said.
abroad. He is also teaching in the Dakota, South Dakota, Alaska Extending through June of
es On Sunday A Jesse Stwirt-Lee Pennthgto„ Creative Writing Workshop at and Vermont reported no
unwinding a few nerves which James B. Irwin started 20 days The transmission was bolted to
1972, the project is aimed at
review will be held at the
required unwinding. Therefore of launch site isolation today in the motor and two bolts were
Murray State University at traffic fatalities.
correcting the lack of community
Public
Library,
Word
has
been
Calloway
County
received
of
the
preparation
for
their
flight to found on the ground beside the
we would say it was a successful
present.
recreation for youngsters, adults
death of Mrs. D. L. Divelbiss, a Thursday, July 8, at 2:30 p.m.
long weekend. We did get the the moon July 26.
motor, according to the police former
Three volumes of Penand senior citizens. Objectives of
resident of Murray, who Mrs. Helen Hodges will review
The
three
astronauts
flew
to
ningston's poetry have been
yard mowed and we piddled
report.
the
project include impassed away Sunday in Man- selections from both of their
published: "Scenes from a
Monday at eight p.m, a theft
around, never seriously looking the spaceport early today from
plementation
of procedures to
review.
open
sfield,
Ohio.
the
writings
at
their homes in Houston and are was reported at Liberty Super
Road", "Wildfor something to do.
develop a community youth
- Meta Divelbiat was 73 years of Jaws mullet is now teaching a Southern
*004WWWWWIFft vellums 'intik Martet on South nth
Joy",
and
..Poems
for
flower.
activity center and a community
age and was an active member al-course in short story writing at
We decided we should water the Aug. 9, two days after their Stolen from the store was 24 oneswimming pool.
the United Methodist Church. She Murray State University in the "April Poems". He is a teacher
Pacific
Ocean
splashdown.
Golden Chain tree in the pot at
half pound packs of M & M candy,
at Jefferson Community College Eleven persons died in traffic Gore, who is serving as project
They will remain in semi- twelve cans of Treet meat, and was also active in civic and social Jesse Stuart Creative Writing in Louisville and has also written
the back door.
accidents in Kentucky during the director, said the professional
clubs
there.
Her
death
followed
become
a
well
Workshop.
He
has
quarantine here until launch in thirty-six pecan pies, according
short stories and many Fourth of July weekend. Their staff will be in direct contact with
several
an
extended
illness.
loved and familiar person to this
It was obvious that the Toad was an effort to minimize their to the police report.
newspaper ar- deaths pushed the state toll for workshop participants. Facilities
The deceased and her husband area and has appeared for magazine and
in the pot because of the freshly chances of catching a cold or
came to Murray in 1945 along programs many times in the ticles. Pennington was a student the year to 448, compared with to be used include city tennis
some
other
ailment
that
could
dug dirt in the pot. The Toad
with eleven other families from library. He will be present for a of Jesse Stuart's in Greenup 494 through this date last year. courts, fairgrounds, city park,
himself was out of sight beneath delay their 12-day moon landing
and the university swimming
Mansfield, Ohio, to open the review of one of his famous County, Kentucky. He was won The fatalities:
many honors and awards as a Simpsonville: Stephen Earl pool,
the dirt, but we knew he was expedition.
gymnasium
and
Tappan stove manufacturing children's books at a later date.
Scott,
Worden
and
Irwin
will
there. Anyway we let water from
plant here in Murray. Mr. Lee Pennington, a native talented poet of the Appalachian Talbert, 27, Louisville, was killed classrooms, along with city and
the hose dribble into the pot and it live in their isolated quarters in
early Sunday when his car ran off county school property.
Divelbiss served as plant Kentuckian, is the author of over area.
began to fill up to the brim with the manned spacecraft operaMrs. Hodges, a local celebrity, Webb Road two nailed west of Rex Alexander, associate
The Murray Fire Department superintendent and was later 000 published poems appearing in
tions
building,
seven
miles
from
no reaction from the Toad.
will present selections from here on Shelby County.
professor of recreation and a
their launch site. They will answered a call at 1:45 this elevated to the position of chief publication in this country and books written by these two
Eddvville: David Cheatgam, member of the Murray city
engineer
before
his
Dolores
morning
to
the
home
of
retirement
in
limit
their
excursions
on
the
All of a sudden here came up a
famous authors. She is well 28, of Princeton, died Sunday in a council, is the project coorWarner, 1109 Fairlane Drive, 1959. He and his wife resided on
bunch of bubbles and he comes base to their training building,
known for her lively and two-car crash in Eddyville in dinator.
Sycamore Street before moving
Murray.
and
to
a
to
the
launch
complex
plumb out of his hole to sit on top
dramatic presentations.
Lyon County.
The Murray State University
back
to
Mansfield
after
the
department
said
his
Records
of
of the dirt to allow the water to beach house used for rest and
and Mr. Edmonton: Three persons, all Foundation is administering the
Stuart
Dr.
Both
retirement.
from
a
short
in
an
the fire was
quiet
study.
fall directly on him.
Pennington will be present
from the same family, died in a grant.
The pre-flight isolation period electric fan and was out on their Funeral services will be held
autograph their books which
two-car colt's:lion in Metcalfe
was
first
used
for
the
A
Jon() 14 arrival. They returned to the Wednesday at the Finfrock
It was close to 90 outside so apbe on sale.
County, eight miles south of
Funeral
Home,
Mansfield,
Ohio.
station
at
2:10
a.m.
dronaut
parently he welcomed the mission and that
The public is invited to atte Edmonton on Ky. 163 Saturday
Monday at eight p.m. the Interment will be in a cemetery
crew
went
to
the
moon
without
moisture. He gave us a look of,
this program, a librar night. The victims were idenfiremen used the booster to ex- there.
what do you think you are doing. Illness. An astronaut exposure
spokesman said.
tified as Barbara,24, Judy,4, and
No
collisions
were
inMrs.
traffic
Divelbiss
is
survived
by
tinguish
the
flames
in
the
barto measles led to a last-minute
Jennifer
Savage, 14, of Edvestigated
by
the
Murray
Police
her
husband,
D.
L.
Divelbiss
of
becue building of Owen's Food
Fundamentally, however, he pilot substitution before the
monton.
Market at 15th and Main Streets. Mansfield,and a host of friends in Department over the holiday
year.
Apollo
13
launch
last
enjoyed the water, but he
Harrodsburg: Two persons
The firemen were on the scene Murray and Calloway County. weekend, according to Chief of
possibly resented the manner in Apollo 15's astronauts will be
died Saturday night in a two-car
Pollee
James
M.
Brown.
until
6:30
p.m.
the first moon landing crew
which he received it
accident on Ky. 127 in Mercer
Chief Brown said it was a very
that will not have to spend The firemen stood by at the
County, nine miles north of here.
weekend and the last wreck
Murray Drive-In Theatre last
three
weeks
in
quarantine
at
Mel Purcell, son of Mr. and
•.The farmer was introducing his
Killed were Brenda Byrd,Z,and
was
on
Friday
afreport
filed
Oalelcy
of
Murray
James
(Dee)
night
from
9:00
to
9:30
while
the
Mrs. Bennie Purcell of Murray,
hired help to an anti-poverty the lunar receiving laboratory
Art
Lee
Byrd,
48,
both
of
ternoon.
A
report
of
this
collision
p.m.
at
the
died
Sunday
at
6:15
in Houston after their landing fire works show for the holiday
won the boys, 12 and under, title
commission investigator:
was in Saturday's issue of the Murriy-Calloway County Harrodsburg.
was in progress.
In the Southern Junior Closed
"Gordon here milks the cows Doctors decided on the basis ot
Ledger & Times.
Hospital. He was 77 years of age Hopkinsville: Thomas Dale
Saturday the firemen answered
the
first
three
moon
landing
and works in the fields and gets
Ten persons were cited by the and a former resident of Hardin. McAttft, 18, of Cadiz, was killed Tennis Tournament this weekend
results that there is no longer a two calls with the first being to
$45 a week. The same with Billy
City
Police during the long Funeral services are being held Saturday when his out-of-control In New Orleans, La.
the trailer owned by Warden Keith Cartwright, son of Mr.
Jo, and this young lady; Sue chance that astronauts might
car ran off U. S. 68 and crashed Purcell won 6-0, 6-4 over
back
extraterrestrial Gilbert at 11094 Sycamore and Mrs. Joe Cartwright, 1623 holiday weekend. They were two today at two p.m. at the chapel of
Anne, cooks and gets $30 a week bring
by the roadside. The acqicient Russell Buchi of Nashville, Tenn.
for
public
drunkenness
and
Home,
Benton,
the
Linn
Funeral
Street.
The
firemen
used
the
germs that could endanger
Kennland, Murray, has a disorderly conduct, one for no
the
top-rated
with room and board."
occurred
in Christian Oeunty, Purcell,
officiating.
Jones
with
Rev.
Otis
booster to extinguish the flames mineral and gem collection on
youngster
in
the
nine-state
"Fair enough so far," said the earth life.
four
miles
west
of
here.
operator's
license
and
illegal Burial will be in the Union Ridge
from a short in the trailer. me display at the Calloway County
inspector, "is there anyone
Bowling Green: Charles southern area,teamed with Tiger
firemen were at the scene from Library. A number of mineral possession of alcohol, one for Cemetery.
else?"
Bryant
Bohannon, 57, Bowling Buford, Memphis, Tenn., as the
reckless
driving,
one
for
unSurvivors
are
his
wife,
Mrs.
a.m.
From
7:45
to
10:35 to 11:05
specimens are in the display and necessary noise and allowing
"Only the half-wit," answered
Green,
died
Saturday when his two won their age divisions
Mary F. Oakley of Murray; two
8:07 p.m. the men used CO 2 to among them cut Geodes that
doubles title.
the farmer. "He gets $10 a week,
extinguish flames on a car for show the various crystal for- person to ride mcto-"ycle without daughters, Mrs.DorothyMorris pickup truck left Ky. 234 about
Purcell will now advance to the
tobacco, room and board."
Thomas Hornbuckle at 211 Pine mations. Included in the gem safety helmet, one for no safety of Kansas City, Mo., and Mrs. four miles east of here and national
tournament, July 26-31,
"Ah-ha," said the inspector,
overturned.
The
victim
suffered
helmet,
one
for
no
operator's
Murray;
three
Lunen Lovett of
Street.
collection are both precious and license
"I'd like to speak to him."
a broken neck and skull fracture in Chattnooga, Tenn.
and
improper
Oakley
of
Murray,
sons,
Clovis
semiprecious stows. Some are registration, one for no
Purcell, ranked as one of the
"You're talking to him right
police said.
Mrs. Betty Riley attended the
polished and cut while others are operator's license, one for Eurie Oakley of Benton, and Three other fatalities were best netters in his age group in
now," replied the farmer,
Oakley
of
Hardin;
one
James D.
annual meeting of the National
tumbled stones.
reported Friday night after the 6 the country, took fourth place in
driving on suspended or revoked
Cartwright also has a number license, and one for public brother, Odie Oakley of Calvert p.m. (EDT) tabulating period llfe I4-year-old competition.
Blackberries are red now. They Education Association held at the
fourteen
grandchildren;
City;
of fossils on display in the library. drunkenness, according
Mart off being green, then turn Cobo Hall in Detroit, Mich., last
began. The weekend toll
to the seven great grandchildren.
red. They are ripe when they are week. She returned home Sun- Deputy Sheriff Maurice Wilson Fossilsare the remains of once citation reports.
tabulation ended Monday midMAKES DEANS LIST
Investigated
a
day,
one
July
4.
car
be
accident
can
living organisms and
black. When they are red, they're
night.
The Murray woman,teacher of this morning at two o'clock on the found in many places across the
still green.
Miss Nancy Jane Allen,
English at Calloway County High Mayfield Highway 121, about lipie landscape. The collection condaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. RanWOMAN
NAMED
TO
miles
FCC
from
the
city
limits.
School,
was
the
delegate
for
the
tains fossil shark teeth Fossil
Persimmons getting larger.
dolph Allen of 008 North 19th,
WASHINGTON (UPI) —RepAcorns also. Hickory nuts too. Calloway County Educational Injured in the collision was the fern, dinosaur bones, petrified
Murray, was recently named to
Charlotte T. Reid, R-111., Friday
Wild Cherries turning black. Association at the NEA meeting. driver of the 1964 Buick two door, wood, and other specimen
the Dean's List of Bob Jones
became
the
first
Alma
woman
Lampkins,
age
While
twenty,
in
of
come
Detroit,
she
was
the
to
invited
The public is
When they are red they are
University, Greenville, S. C.
nominated to a federal regulagreen. May Pops coming along. guest of her sisters, Mrs. Cletus Mayfield, and a male passenger view uus interesting display, a tory
Revival services are being
Miss Allen is a junior in the
agency since 1948.
in
the
car
who
was
not
Dodd
of
Warren,
Mich.,
identified
and
Mrs.
library
spokesman said.
Wild Grapes too.
held each evening at 7:45 this Sheriff Clyde Steel arrested a School of Education.
Ann Tobias of Westland, Mich. on the wreck report. The extent of
and
their Injuries is not known, and
President Nixon askea the week through rriday, July 9, at juvenile on Friday night
RECEIVES DEGREE
the Mt. Hebron United Methodist charged him with selling stolen
officials
at
nine-year
the Murray-Calloway
House veteran to
HOSPITAL PATIENT
WOW CAMP MI
will appear Mary Gayle Parrott, 721
Church,
located
west
of
He
batteries.
car
County Hospital said they were
serve on the Federal CommuniVariable cloudiness and warn
Backusburg on Highway 484.
before Juvenile Judge Robert 0. Sycamore, Murray, was among
Mrs. Huel (Maybelle) Jones of not listed as having been treated Camp 592 of the Woodmen of cations Commission She is
today through Wednesday with
1,048 students to receive degrees
Rev. John Jones, pastor of the Miller.
there.
expected
328,0004to take the
widely scattered afternoon and Murray is a patient at the Norton
the World will hold its regular
at Southeast Missouri State
Kirksey United
Methodist
evening thunderstorms. Highs Memorial Infirmary, 231 Oak Deputy Wilson said the car meeting on Thursday, July 8, at year job Oct.. 1 for a term Church, is the evangelist. Rev. Over the long holiday weekend College, Cape
Girardeau
today and Wednesday mostly in Street, Louisville, Ky. She is in driven by Lampkina left the road 7:30 p.m. at the WOW Hall. ending June 30, 1978. She will Jim Griffith, pastor of the the Sheriff and his depot
recently. She received the
and
ran
through
a
fence.
Dame
replace
Thomas
J.
Houser,
who
the Ms. Lows tonight Ms and Room 432 and is undergoing
Refreshments will be served and
Bachelor of Science in Medical
to the car was on the right side. all Woodmen are invited.
has submitted his resignation. church, and the congregation arrested three persons for publi Technology degree.
special tests.
lower 71:ks.
Invite the public to attend.
drunkenness.
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Deaths reported include Thomas Gibbons, age 84. and Mrs. J.
Leland Duncan, both on July 3, and Mrs. Florence Ragsdale
Hardison, age 83, on July 4.
The body of Philip Walker who drowned June 30 was found at
12:40p.m. July 3 about la mile upstream from the point where his
boat was sighted on Kentucky Lake.
New officers of Carpenters Local Union 1734 are Toy Phillips,
Henry Dees Bynum, Milburn Outland, Frank Towery, and
William Sims. Alvin H. Harrell, Curtis R. Johnson, and N. P.
C,avttt are trustees.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie and Mrs. Jack Belote have returned
home after attending the national meeting of the United
Presbyterian Women at West Lafayette, Ind.
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Mrs. Charles Beaman, age 63, died July 4 at the home of her
son, Wave! Beaman of Murray Route Two.
Pvt. James S. Klapp,son of Mr.and Mrs. Norman A. Klapp, has
been transferred to Olmstead Air Force Base, Middletown, Pa.,
from Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
Marriages have been announced are Miss Carlene Moody to
Pvt. Billy Joe Hale on June 29, and Miss Kathleen Louise Hawkins
to Joe Harrel Jones on June 30.
Mr.and Mrs. Wayne Myers and son. Buddy,of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Jones last weekend.
Buddy was the guest of Bobby Workman. The Myers family
1ormerly resided here while Myers was working on construction
the city water tank on Miller Avenue.

Blame it
on Bess

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
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'HOW ABOUT \IOU PLAYINQ A CARD?'

The Almanac
By United Press International first human being, a noy woo ALL IN DAY'S WORK
Today is Tuesday, July 6, the had been bitten by an infected
SAN FRANCISCO (UN)dog, and the youngster did not There's nothing like a little
187th day of 1971.
Olympic competition to keep a
The moon is between its first develop rabies.
In 1933 the American League police dog in shape for work.
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus, defeated the National League, Kemo and Krieg, a pair of
4-2, at Chicago, in the first All- German shepherds, cornered a
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercu- Star baseball game.
robbery suspect Friday in some
In 1968 President Lyndon bushes at Golden Gate Park
ry and Jupiter.
Those born of this day are Johnson visited Central Ameri- after their trainers spotted a
ca and promised $65 million in holdup in progress.
under the sign of Cancer.
The founder of the US. Navy, economic aid.
The two dogs had spent the
John Paul Jones, was born July
previous afternoon qualifying
This is that bread which came down from heaven: not as your 6, 1947.
A thought for today: Herodo- with six other canines for the
fathers did eat mamma, and are dead: be that eatteth of this bread
tus said, "Envy is natural to Police Dog Olympics on Sept. 3.
On this day in history:
shall live for ever.—Jsha 6:58.
In 1699 the pirate captain man from the beginning."
They were judged best in
Jesus is the Staff of Life to all who will come and be filled by William Kidd was seized in
agility, obedience and diligence.
Him.
Boston and deported to En- s• Neat go-togethers of pants,
"I thought they'd be tired
shirt, jacket and tie will see a after all that," said Sgt.
In 1885 bacteriologist Louis young man through a job inter Charley Bean, one of their
Pasteur in Paris inoculated the 'sw confidently.
'seiner&

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

VILLAGE SHELLE:D
FOOD AID RECIPIENTS
BULFORD, England (UPI)— WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Several non-explosive at Wien,Agriculture Department said
shells crashed into this Wilt- Friday the number of needy
shire village Thursday, thunder- persons participating in governing through the roof of a rest ment food
programs
aid
home and past a village school, dropped by 300,000 in May but
an army spokesman said today. remained 40 per cent above a
Elderly persons and school year ago.
children alike screamed and
The department estimated
threw themselves on the ground 14.2 million needy persons
as the shells whistled past.
received food stamps or com"Thank God no one was modities in May. This comhurt," a 'spokesman for the pared with 14.5 million in April
Southern Army Command said. and 14.573 million in March. In
"God knows how far they May, 1970, the food programs
went," he said of the 40mm reached 10.1 million persons.
shells fired eight miles away
from the Royal School of
Artillery on Salishory Plain He
said the army will hold an
inquiry into the incident

4 TRAPSHOOTERS NAMED
VANDALIA, Ohio (UP1)—Tlie
Induction of four men into We
Amateur Trapshooting Association's Hall of Fame will take
place Aug. 24 during the Grand
American Trapshooting Tournament here.
Those named include the late
Gus Payne, Tulsa, Oka., John
R. Taylor, Newark, Ohio; Sam
Vance, Tillsonburg, Ontario,
Canada, and Steve M. Crothers,
Philadelphia, the only living
member of the group.
Ammonia, now as always is
popular household cleaniap
agent, is a potent poison thai
also can cause burns if spilled,
on the skin, the National Salt
ty Council says. Wear rubbee,
or plastic gloves when handling'
• *
Sauna or steam baths may
endanger some sick or elde4
users, the Federal Trade Corn
mission cautions. The cautior
was directed to oldsters witi
heart disease, high blood preis
sure or diabetes.

pf3(30

"Progress is achieved mostly through
bastards."
—Thomas Wharton Collens

ANNUAL MEETING OF
MEMBERS
WEST KENTUCKY
ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION

Starts Wednesday *
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PAT IS HONORED — Mrs. Richard Nixon receives the
Grand Cross of the Order of the Sup from Mrs. Consuelo de Velasco, Ve of the president of Peru, at
the
Peruvian Embassy in Washington. Mrs. Nixon
was
honored with Peru's highest award for her contributions
during her visit to the earthquake-torn country.
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A BARBECUE LUNCH WILL BE SERVED
AT NOON

ALL MEMBERS
of the West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation are urged to attend this meeting.
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL EL ECTRIC

CoopERATIVE CORPORATION
John Edd Walker,
ger

Lindsey Hudsp
Terry Vance ( r
Jeff Oakley(Ai
Don McCuiston
Eddie Rollins(
Tim Lane(Nat
Benny Pittmai
Brad Taylor(r
Keith Tabers('
Mickey Mc Kee
Americ

T FROM DENMARK

THE PROGRAM WILL BEGIN AT

Could You Really Stop?
See Dick Van Dyke
in

Ri
Cubs, 13, 1
pitcher, Don Jo
Don Johnson.
winning pitche
home runs, Lai
21, Reds 4, win!
Darnell, horn e
(2), Cubs. M
winning pitchei
runs, Allen S
Harrison, Card

ADMITTED FREE WED. NITE1

SATURDAY, JULY 10

4_4(.40( rttorr ksost

Cubs
Meta
Cards
Reds

Santa;
(18 or min

Will Be Held This Year On

Relax In Air-

KENTUC
Week E
Team

Cards
Game Scores
6; Yanks 4, At
Nets 1; Cubs 2,
Athletics 1;
Astros 12, Ts
Cards 4.

-

ADULTS
SHOWS

Stan

Ytanks

The nicest people in Congress are those who seek
reform of the federal system of taxation; but their
efforts are defeated at every turn, every committee
hearing, every vote. What us taxpayers need in
Congress are more SOBs.

•

By MC
UPI Sp
Don't tell R
dog is man's
May trippel
that's what h
—and fractur
in what mu
freakish acci(
ball season.
The result
didn't pitch ft
June 17th and
first victory
months Mond
inning pert(
California Ai
Oakland A's, 1
May, who h
since May 8, I
victory in his
since returnin
But the lefth
fortunately he
pitching wrist

Astros
Cubs
Nets
Reds
Twins
Athletics

by Carl Riblet Jr.

44e*
•

Ange
Bost(

it5iURRAY

Open 7:30-Statt DUSK

TONITE
Anthony Quinn
and

Ingrid Bergman

in the SpringWain

******************

Baltimore
Boston
Detroit
New York
Cleveland
Washington

Dakland
Kansas City
Minnesota
Chicago
Milwaukee
California
Monde:
K.C. 6 Chic 1
K.C. 1 Chic. 0
Milw. 2 Minn.
Balt. at Det.
Wash. 15 C,elv.
Boa. 12 New 11
Calif. 2 Oak.
Nation
1
Pittsburgh
New York
Chcago
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Montreal
a,
San Francisc(
Los Angeles
Houston
Atlanta
Cincinnati
San Diego
Moods
Mont. 2 N.Y.
N.Y. 8 Mont
Pitt. 6 Chic.
L.A. 7 S.F.
Phila. 6 Atl.
Hous. 4 Cinc.
S.D. 3 St. 14
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Angels Down Oakland A's 2-1•
Boston Routs New York 12-7

Dodgers Top Giants 7-3,
Pirates Defeat Chicago

By VTTO STELLINO
hits before he was lifted when wins. Tony Gonzalez' sacrifice
The victory was Los Angeles
ney and Roger Freed each
UPI Sports Writer
By GARY KALE
Don't tell Rudy May that the Joe Rudi led off the eighth with fly in the first and Jim
fifth in a row and earned Don drove in two runs for PhiladelUPI Sports Writer
a double. Dave LaRoche came Spencer's run-scoring double in
dog is man's best friend.
Two decades haven't dimi- Sutton its ninth win in 15 phia as Woody Fryman gained
May tripped over his dog- on to retire two batters and the fourth decided the game.
his fourth victory against three
nished the Dodgers' eye for decisions.
that's what he claims, at least then Lloyd Allen got the final In the other games, Boston
revenge over the Giants after a "We wanted these last two losses. Earl Williams socked a
-and fractured his right wrist four outs. It was May's fourth routed New York 12-7, Milwaukplayoff loss cost them the 1951 victories and we went out and three-run homer for the Braves,
ee edged Minnesota 2-1, Washin what must be the most victory in nine decisions.
got them," said the 31-year-old his 13th circuit of the season.
National League pennant.
freakish accident of the base- Jim Hunter allowed just three ington clobbed Cleveland 15-6,
It's exactly 20 years since Davis. "Now we are going good Houston swept a four-gamt
hits in six innings but absorbed Kansas City swept a doubleball season.
Bobby Thompson's homer beat and the Giants are hurting. I series from Cincinnati as Jim
The result was that May his seventh loss against 11 header from Chicago 6-1 and 1-0 Murray's American Legion and an error on a bunt.
the Dodgers and Los Angeles is always felt we could catch up Wynn capped a sixth inning
and the Detroit-Baltimore game
to them so I'm not surprised rally with a two-out, two-run
didn't pitch from May 21st until
baseball team took two victories Murray slammed out 14 hits in attempting to prevent a repeat
was rained out.
we are this close right now. If single for the Astros' eighth
June 17th and he finally got his
eliminating
performance
by
the
weekend,
holiday
at
Holland
the
Benton
here
over
defeating
we
don't win with this club, victory in their last 10 starts.
first victory in almost two
division
competiGiants
from
In the
National Leage, beating Mayfield 10-4 Saturday stadium Monday night.
then you have to wonder."
Wade Blasingame, with Fred
months Monday with a seven
tion.
13-2
Benton
blasting
two-run
hit
a
night
and
Selwitz
Eddie
Montreal beat New York 2-1 but
Pittsburgh defeated Chicago, Gladding's 10th save of the
inning performance as the
The road is arduous. But the
night.
top
of
the
Monday
Benton
in
the
homer
for
lost the second game 8-0,
California Angels downed the
Dodgers, 81
/
2 games back of 6-3; New York lost to Montreal, year, won his fifth game
Pittsburgh topped Chicago 6-2, Johnny Rayburn and Mitch first but that was the last time a
2-1, and then lame back for an against seven losses. Wayne
Oakland A's, 24.
CONCORD, Calif. (UPI)- Los Angeles beat San Francisco Ward collected three hits apiece Benton player cross, the plate as San Francisco in the West
May, who hadn't won a game Dale Allen Eidson, a recently
Division a month ago, now 8-0 victory; Philadelphia edged Simpson was charged with his
game
Mayfield
the
Osborn,
and
for
Murray
in
Crouch,
Ward,
since May 8, had failed to get a signed rookie placekicker for 7-3, Houston edged Cincinnati 4- while Danny Osborn and Johnny Williams each had hits in the stand only 31
/
2 games behind Atlanta, 6-5; Houston clipped second loss.
victory in his first four starts the San Diego Chargers, lost 3, Philadelphia topped Atlanta Williams added two hits each. Murray half of the first and the the Giants after Monday's 7-3 Cincinnati, 4-3, and San Diego Nate Colbert walloped his
6-5
and San Diego edged St.
edged St. Louis, 3-2, in other 18th homer of the year and
since returning to the rotations. both his legs and part of his
David Hughes struck out 14 and local nine went in front with 4 victory.
N.L. action.
then scored the winning run in
But the lefthanded thrower- right hand in a fireworks Louis 3-2.
Willie
Davis,
almost
too
win.
his
5-hit
enroute
to
CURS.
Boston came up with a 16-hit walked 10
In
the
American
League,
the bottom of the ninth on 011ie
fortunately he didn't break his explosion Sunday.
remember
that
for
young
to
bat
the
big
swung
'The Murrayans scored all their Oliver
pitching wrist-allowed only six The 24-year-old athlete, who barrage including four homers runs in four consecutive innings, Murray with three hits followed infamous day in '51, drove in Boston ripped New York, 12-7; Brown's double. Joe Torre
Milwaukee nipped Minnesota, 2- accounted for both St. Louis
was to report to the Charger to wipe out a 5-0 deficit and getting 1 in the fourth, 3 in the by Ward, Crouch, Hughes, three runs with a bases-loaded
}042•=o=i-C.M.=.0-0.0.0.0-M.0
1,
Washington clobirred Cleve- runs with a double and his 14th
and
Willie
Crawford
hit
triple
training camp at Irvine, Calif., trounce New York. Reggie fifth, 2 in the sixth, and 4 in the Osborn and Rayburn with two
his fourth homer of the season land, 15-6; California defeated homer. Bob Miller extended his
today, was setting off fireworks Smith hit a three-run homer, seventh. Mayfield scored 1 run each.
Oakland, 2-1; Kansas City took scoreless string to 152-3 innings
in a one-gallon can when the George Scott added a two-run in the third and ninth and added 2 Randy Oliver was the winning to pin Gaylord Perry with his
two
from Chicago, 6-1 and 1-0, as he picked up his sixth win
loss
and
extend
the
San
eighth
explosion occurred in the shot and Rico Petrocelli and runs in the fifth.
pitcher for Murray and he fanned
2-=-c-oic-copxo=i•x•oiesio-o backyard of his parents' home. Joe Lahoud had solo homers. Murray took over the lead in 15 Benton batters while allowing Francisco hurler's losing string and the Baltimore-Detroit game for San Diego.
was rained out.
to six straight.
Several windows were shat- Petrocelli also had a three-run the fifth inning on two singles only six scattered hits.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Steve Blass matchea ins
triple. New York shelled Gary
tered.
Week Ending July 2
entire 1970 winning output by RABIES SIGN 7 PLAYERS
Team
W. I_ "He was apparently dropping Peters for five runs in the first
notching his 10th decision
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Th€
them (fireworks) inside a dairy Inning but Bob Bolin and Ken
Chicago. He aided his Los Angeles Rams announced
against
down
can
and
slamming
the
lid
Tatum
held them to two runs
Cubs
5 1
cause with a two-run single in Monday they have seven
Mets
4 2 on it to see how high the lid the rest of the game.
the seventh inning. Manny players-Roman Gabriel, Mercouples
shot
43's
Monday
said
patrolman
Three
would
go,"
Cards
3 3
Sanguillen's two-run single in lin Olsen, Joe Scibelli, Deacon
Dick
Billings
hit
the
first
Straughn.
to
tie
for
low
gross
honors
in
the
Lloyd
Reds
06
cent of the World Series money mixed two-ball foursome tour- the sixth inning capped a three- Jones, Coy Bacon, Kermit
Eidson's nephew, Clifford K. grand slam of his career and
Results
Frank Howard and Del Unser NEW YORK (UPI)-Charg- and 95 per cent of the All-Star nament at the Calloway Country run Pirate uprising and gave Alexander and Clarence Wilnearby
4,
of
Pacheco,
Eidson,
Cubs, 13, Mets 5, winning
Pittsburgh- the lead for good. liams-signed to multi-year
chipped in with three-run ing the owners with "insulting" game TV revenue for their Club. They were:
pitcher, Don Johnson, home runs, suffered head burns in the homers
the players, the Major League pension fund and the contract
No-hit ace Kenny Holtzman contracts.
as
Washington
and
bomJohn
Paulk
Frances
Don Johnson. Cards 16, Reds 1, explosion and was treated at barded
Cleveland to sweep a Baseball Players Association included a proviso saying they Miller, Ace McReynolds and suffered his eight loss.
Community
Hospital
Concord
winning pitcher, Larry Watkins,
remained in four-game series. The Senators announced Monday it has filed reserved the right to return to Venela Sexton and M. C. Garrott New York pitchers allowed
home runs, Larry Watkins. Cubs where Eidson
practices a percentage in future years.
just three hits in each game,
had 18 hits. Denny OcLain an unfair labor
today.
and Betty Jo Purdom.
condition
critical
21, Reds 4, winning pitcher, Craig
charge
against
the
baseball Miller said, "what traditional- Low Net went to Ken Goode and but the Mets only managed a
started
the
game
but was lifted
Mary
Mrs.
mother,
His
Darnell, horn e runs, Steve Dunn
41,
when he fell behind 3-0 in the owners.
ly has belonged to the players, Euldene Robinson, while Henry split against Montreal. Nolan
(2), Cubs. Mets 8, Cards 7, Eidson, said he was exploding second inning and
Marvin Miller, the executive say the owners, should now be Fulton and Cathryn Garrott were Ryan gave up both Expos runs
reliever Paul
"a
firecrackers
beneath
the
winning pitcher, Bill Baily, home
Lindblad got the victory and director of the Players Associa- of no interest to them. While the winners of the high gross with bases-loaded walks in the
runs, Allen Stone, Mets, Ron beer or coke" can. She said he the benefit of
the Senator tion, said the suit was filed last the owners, in their public prize. M. C. Garrott and Betty Jo eighth inning of the opener to
decided to add to the fireworks
Harrison, Cards.
Wednesday with the New York relations statements are always Purdom also won low putts with suffer his fifth loss. Ray
some sulphur bombs, normally barrage.
Regional Office of the National talking about 'fairness' and
Sadecki benefitted from New
15.
used for fumigating buildings to
LITTLE LEAGUE
Ron Theobald drove in one Labor Relations Board because 'integrity', we have learned Others participating and their York power in nightcap to win
insects.
kill
Week Ending July 2
the owners have refused to that those principles are scores were: Cook Sanders and his third game. Cleon Jones
of bombs he run with a sacrifice fly in the
Team
W..L "The first couple
reveal information about their invariably modified whenever Betty Hinton, 45; Sam Spiceland drove in four runs with a
bird
and
the
second
with
a
sparkler,"
up
like
a
lit only lit
new TV contract.
bases-loaded
walk
in
the
money in involved."
and Sue Brown, 44; Cecil Farris homer and a single as the Mets
Astros
7 1 she said.
Miller said the suit was not Miller said the owners had and MI5 Orr:12; John Watson finished the day 4% games
seventh to hand Milwaukee the
thundering
came
a
But
then
Reach
Cubs
7 1
announced until Monday "as a begun negotiations by "chal- and Mary Jo Hinton, 53; E. J. back of Pittsburgh in the N.L.
like victory over Minnesota. Theofor
Nats
53 explosion which "sounded
courtesy" so the owners would lenging and insulting the Haverstock and Eleanor Diuguid, East
bald
snapped
a
1-1
tie
when
he
said.
Reds
35 an airplane crash," she
have time to learn about the players" and said they were not 44;
Keith Hinton and Jane Fitch, Denny Doyle scored on Willie
windows in worked Jim Perry, now 12-7,
Twins
35 The blast blew out
action through proper channels. yet ready to treat the 46; and J. Matt Sparkman and Montanez's eighth-inning sacrior a bases-loaded walk.
neighborand
home
Eidson
the
Athletics
35
John J. Gaherin, the labor negotiations
fice fly for the run that
Nancy Haverstock 51.
"with maturity
Intl It damaged the
Yanks
25 Wit
o) pidgems could be worked Wells Purdom, Jr., was the snapped Atlanta's six-game
Superb pitching by Bruce Dal counsel for. the club owner
•-•
""'"
INVINCIBLE DELUXE
Cards
26
simply and quickly."
and Jim Rooker carried said he was officially serve
winning string. Montanez, Don
tournament chairman.
She said her son knew his Canton
Game Scores: Astros 15, Cards legs were lost, even though the Kansas City to the sweep over with the charge on Friday and'
6; Yanks 4, Athletics 3; Reds 3, hospital staff did not tell him. Chicago. In the first game, Dal at that time, "told the board it
P
• Ito NI •IP 1hr l•
/
was without merit and should
Natal; Cubs 2, Twins 1; Nats 3,
"When I visited him, he told Canton held the White Sox to
Athletics 1; Reds 5, Yanks 3; me 'Mom, you know I've lost one run and eight hits in 7 1-3 be dismissed."
Astros 12, Twins 3; Cubs 16, my legs. I can see they're gone innings and Tom Burgmeir Miller said it normally takes
several months for a final
Cards 4.
Tell me the truth, They are finished up. In the second decision
but, "normally they
a
threeRooker
pitched
game.
they?'
gone, aren't
Batting Averages
work pretty rapidly in a
Royals
shutout.
The
hit
"I just nodded yes to him and
(18 or more times at bat)
game in the refusal-to-bargain case and
didn't say any more," she said wrapped up each
inning, scoring four runs that's what this is."
first
Jacobson,
night
.576 Mrs. Joyce
Lindsey Hudspeth ( Cubs
in the first inning of the opener The pension agreement be.545 supervisor of nursing, said
Terry Vance(reds)
and
the lone run of the game in tween the owners and the
.545 Eidson regained consciousness
Jeff Oakley(Astros)
the first inning of the nightcap players expires in March and
and
Monday
8:30
p.m.
about
Don McCuiston (Athletics) .458
on Fred Patek's double and Miller said the players need
.458 was able to talk.
Eddie Rollins(astros)
details of the new, four-year
Amos Otis' single.
.455 "He's talking but he's still
Tim Lane(Nats)
contract baseball signed with
at
don't
know
We
critical.
very
(Cubs)
.448
Benny Pittman
the National Broadcasting Com.47$ this point if he's aware of his
Brad Taylor(reds)
pany (NBC) three months ago.
.429 injuries," she said.
Keith Tabers(Yanks)
VESPER CLUB WINS 7
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
.400 When asked the extent of
Mickey Mc Keel(Astros)
told the players the true value
Eidson's injuries when he PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - of the package, $71.75 million,
arrived at the hospital Sunday The Vesper Boat Club of but Miller claims he refused
American League
•
night, Mrs. Jacobson said: "Oh, Philadelphia junior crews won any additional information.
East
seven
of
15
races
left."
Monday
in
the
legs
were
no
there
sir,
W. L. Pct. GB
Miller wants to know how the
Patrolman Straughn said sixth annual Philadelphia Youth package breaks down so he can
Baltimore
49 30 .620
46 33 .582 3 Monday night the type of Regatta on the Schuylitill River. tell how much NBC is paying
Boston
Detroit
43 37 .538 6% fireworks Eidson was using had The Potomac Boat Club won for the World Series, the Allfour events.
New York
37 45 .451 13% not yet been determined.
Star game and importantly, the
36 45 .444 14
Cleveland
new divisional playoffs.
32 47 .405 17
Washington
"We've got to have that
West
information in order to barW. L. Pet GB
gain," Miller said as he also
Dakland
52 28 .650
pointed out that baseball has
Kansas City
41 37 .526 10
refused to provide a yearly
39 42 .481 13%
Minnesota
breakdown of the contract since
34 44 .438 17
Chicago
the
figure for each season is
SOUTHPORT, England (UPI) tough Royal Biricciaie layout.
34 44 .436 17
Milwaukee
reportedly different.
"I
Player
think
I
-South
African
Gary
have
discovered
37 48 .435 17%
California
Two years ago, when the
flew in from Canada Monday what has been wrong with my
Monday's results
players
struck spring training
for this week's British Open swing and I don't want to force
K.C. 6 Chic 1 (1st)
before
signing
a contract. they
golf championship and immedi- it on the practice fairway," he
K.C. 1 Chic. 0 (2nd)
agreed to a flat fee of $45
American
ately
hit
out
at
the
said.
"I'll
let
it
take
its
course
Milw. 2 Minn. 1
million annually for their
naturally."
Press.
Bait, at Det. plod rain
"Some of those fellows over
Most of the 58 foreign pension fund. In the past, the
Wash. 15 Celv. 6
players had received 60 pert
lost
all
sense
of
there
have
players,
which include 18
Bos. 12 New York 7
Springlittle
the
fiery
ethics,"
Americans,
were
at
the
scene
Calif. 2 Oak. 1
PEPTTONE BRUISED
bok told interviewers as he to prepare for this week's 100th
waited to tee off for his first Open which begins Wednesday. CHICAGO (UPI)-Joe Pepi.
National League
practice round at the Royal Experienced veterans of the lane of the Chicago Cubs was
East
Birkdale course.
course Jack Nicklaus and carried off the field on a
W. L Pet G
He was commenting. on Australian Kel Nagle both said stretcher after he fouled a ball
52 31 .827 .•• reports that he refused to play they felt it was easier to play
Pittsburgh
off his right ankle Monday. But
46 34 .575 4/
1
2 in the Cleveland Open two than in the past.
New York
the Injury was believed to be a
41 38 .519 9
Cbcago
weeks ago because of possible "The bunkers used to be bad bruise and not a fracture.
42 41 .508 10 demonstrations following deadly," Nicklaus, the reigning
St. Louis
35 45 .427 18 threats he received while PGA champion and defending
Philadelphia
HACKER TO WINNIPEG
31 50 .383 20 playing the recent U.S. Open at titleholder said. "But now they
Montreal
NEW YORK (IIPI)-Short
West
are very easy to play."
Ardmore, Pa.
stop Bobby Wine was reactivatW. L Pet GB "I had never entered the Nagle agreed with Nicklaus ed
from the 26-day disabled NA
52 32 .619 ... tournament so how could I but also said the greens were
San Francisco
by the Montreal Expos Monday
3
/
1
2
.57P
48
35
Angeles
Los
withdraw?" the two-time slow.
and Rich Hacker was optioned
41 39 .513 9 British Open winner said. Lee Trevino, the playoff
Houston
to Winnipeg of the International
42 46 .477 12 "They even reported I would winner of the Canadian Open,
Atlanta
League to make room for him
/
2 not be playing in the Canadian was confident he could keep his
37 48 .435 .151
Cincinnati
on the roster.
.34523
2955
San Diego
Open at Montrear'while I was form and add the British Open
Monday's Results
actually flying on my way crown to his four tournament INDIANS RECALL PAUL
Mont. 2 N.V. 1 11st)
there."
victories this year.
Tlw
CLEVELAND (UPI)
N.Y. 8 Mont. 0 (2nd)
Player, disappointed with his He flew in on the same plane Cleveland Indians sent outfielPitt. 6 Chic. 2
recent form in the United as Player but beat the South der Ted Ford to their Wichita
L.A. 7 S.F. 3
States, cut short a scheduled African to the course by nearly farm club and recalled lefthaa
Phila. 6 Atl. 5
four hour practice fairway an tpur and a half in an der Mike Paul from tht
Hous. 4 Cinc. 3
session after only 30 minutes so endeavor to get plenty of American Association team
S.D. 3 St. Louis 2
that he could play around the practice

Murray Blasts Mayfield
And Benton Over Fourth
Of July Holiday Weekend

Pro Gridder Loses
Legs, Part Of Hand
In Fireworks Mishap

Standings

Baseball Players Group
Files Against ML Owners

Three Couples Shoot
43's In Club Event

This is

KING
EDWARD

come
to
the

urray-Calloway Co.Fair
July 12-17
Murray-Calloway County JayCee Fairgrounds
(3 Miles From Murray on Mayfield Highway)

Player Blasts American
Press At British Open
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YOU'LL LIKE THE 1971 FAIR.
There's Something for Every Member of the Family . . .

Beauty Contest - Battle of the Bands - Horse Show
- Motorcycle Races - Free Shows - Farm Bureau, FFA,
4-H and Kiddies Day

Bring The Entire Family!!
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BRAY, KENTUCKY

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My boy friend is very sweet and nice to
me as a rule. But when he's drinking he gets very mean. He
finds fault with me and picks fights over nothing. He also
wants to pick fights with everybody else.
He's not an alcoholic, Abby. He can take it or leave it
alone, but he gets so ugly and mean when he's tight, I
wonder which side of him is the real him. I would like your
opinion.
DIXIE
DEAR DIXIE: Alcohol doesn't change one's personality.
It merely amplifies it. A mean person gets meaner and a
sweet person gets sweeter. If your boy friend can take it or
let it alone, he's ahead to let it alone. [And you'd be wise
to let him alone. I
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a truck driver and he is
gone from home sometimes a week to 10 days. What makes
me mad is he tells me he will call me at a certain time. We
don't have a phone so he calls me at a neighbor's home. So I
go there and wait from 7 to 10 in the evening because that's
the time he says he'll call.
Well, about half the time he doesn't call, so I go tp my
neighbor's house again on the next night, and sometimes
even a third and fourth night hoping he'll call. Sometimes he
calls and sometimes he doesn't. When I ask him why he
didn't call when he, said he would, he says he either fell
asleep, wasn't near a phone, he got his days mixed up, or he
forgot.
Abby, I can understand his falling asleep or not being
near a phone, but how can be get his days mixed up when he
has a'daily log to fill out? And how can a man forget his wife
and children? I just can't understand it. I am tempted not to
be there when he does call, but what would that solve?
ALONE BY THE PHONE
DEAR ALONE: Nothing. Go to your neighbors to wait
for his caR on the night he has said he'll call, and don't
try
to second guess him. Truck drivers on the whole are a reliable lot. You picked a lemon.

!BIRTHSj
fah
FASHIONETTES

Mr. and Mrs. John B. Elliott of
Route One, Lynnville, are the
aarents of a baby girl, Melilla
Sue, weighing six pounds five
ounces, born on Thursday, July 1,
at 2:29 p.m. at the Murray
2alloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed at
be Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company, Union City, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
H. B. Elliott of Grand Blanc,
Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. James
Emery of Flint, Mich.

Tuesday, July
The Kathleen Jones Group of
the Baptist Women of the First By United Press International
Baptist Church will meet at the
A see-through belt from the
home of Mrs. Stanford Andrus at Chantal de Vassieu consists of
6:15 p.m.
eight huge leather circles held
together with a ribbon leather
The Inter-City Ladies Golf closure. This belt is among new
Tournament will open at nine ones in a collection marking
a.m. at the Oaks Country Club. the young Parisian designers
The lineup was published on first venture into feminine
Thursday.
accessories. Until now, she has
specialized in stunning belts
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order for men. Most of the belissied
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet the see-through look, achieved Kids of working mothers
at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m. by linking together geometric
shapes with holes in the cenWASHINGTON (UPI)—The
number of children with mothThe Goshen United Methodist ters.
ers in the labor force increased
***
Church Women's Society of
Christian Service is scheduled to
The best‘ way to wear shorts sharply during the decade ending in 1970, reports the U.S.
meet at the church at 7:30 p.m is with a matching top. The Department of Labor's Bureau
match-up can be anything from
of Labor Statistics.
The Murray TOPS Club will a jacket or sweater to midriff
Nearly 26 million children
top or cotton knit shirt.
meet at the Community Center at
under 18 had mothers who
*
*
*
seven p.m.
were working or looking for
New levi's for men and
work in March 1970, according
boys work together with tex- to a bureau survey. Almost
Wednesday, July 7
tures for an all-together look. 6 million of these were under
Fabrics are pebbled, ribbed, six years of age. Ten years
The second day of the Intercorded, diamondbacked, sculp- earlier, 15.7 million children
City Ladies Golf Tournament will
tured, herringboned.
under 18 had. working moth
be held at nine alri. at the
* * *
era, and about 4 million were
Calloway County Country Club.
Knits, the tried and true under age six.
friend of the female traveler,
***
Thursday, July 8
now offer the same comfort
The Dexter Homemakers Chit and fresh, well-pressed comfort
to men. The Men's Fashion
Emilio
Pucci,
who
vill meet at the Commtmit)
Association reports growing
changed the look of airline
renter at 9:30 a.m. and ther male interest
in knit suits,jack' hostesses in 1966 when he
vme to the City Park for the eta and slacks.
created the first airline
annual picnic and regular
** *
"coutouri wardrobe," for
meting.
Braniff International hostA one-piece tank suit for
esses, oppoes the midi for
men makes the wearer a real
Grove 126 of the WOW wil
stewardesses. "The midi is
fashion star. In navy nylon, the
-fleet at the Woman's Club House
out of place on an airline
swim suit has low cut sides and
it 6:30 p.m. Entertainment wil back
hostess," Pucci said. "I preand three huge stars in
3e provided and a door prize wil white from top to
fer the above-the-knee look.
bottom in
N
given. Hostesses are the front.
It's young and dynamic."
Pucci said the longer hemMesdames Robbie Paschall
* * *
line was fine at home, but
Katie Overcast, and Calisti
A teen-age girl doesn't make
not for an active worker on
nanton.
the passing fashion grade this an airplane.
summer unless she owns at
least one pair of shoulder-strapBach Festival
ped overalls. Farmer's Moe,
ANSBACH, Germany (UPI:
complete with patch pocket
— Ansbach hosts the Bach
Mrs. Golda P. Waters of oil the bib, is in. The best ones
Festival July 23-30 with many
Murray has been dismissed from have something that sailors,
events staged in palaces, royal
he Western Baptist Hospital, not farmers, made famous. Bell
theaters, court gardens and
Paducah. She was injured in an bottoms.
great churches.
* **
automobile accident on Sunday,
June 13, on Highway 94 West,6/
1
2
American heritage quilted floral and bandanna prints. An
Mies from Murray. She suffered skirts in the Loomtogs summer
awning stripe print completes
fracture of the right ankle.
line include paisley, geometric. the heritage skirt offerings.
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Miss Melissa Hood with father, Col. Oliver C. Hood

Miss Melissa Hood,daughter of white gazebo decorated with ivy
Col. Oliver C. Hood, M.D., United and framed by a background of
States Air Force, and Mrs. Hood, red velvet. Taking her father's
7ecently made her debut at the arm she was presented by him to
Sixth Military Debutante Ball to Brigadier General Carlton L.
m held at Andrews Air Force Lee, Commander 1st Composite
Base, Washington, D. C. Col. Wing, who gave her a bouquet of
Rood is Chief of the Aeromedical red roses as he presented her tc
Division, Federal Aviation Ad- Mrs. Lee. She was then inministration.
troduced to the Presidents of
Miss Hood is the grand- Bolling and Andrews Officers'
iaughter of Mrs. Mary Lee Hood Wives' Clubs, from whom the
of South 16th Street, Murray.
received a commemorative gold
Dressed in the traditional white medallion.
ball gown, Miss Hood appeared As the orchestra played her
and curtsied in the center of a favorite song she and her father
walked down a red-carpeted
runway, the debutante curtsying
to her mother and again to her
DEAR ABBY About two years ago our then 19-year-old
father as she turned to her
unmarried daughter became involved with a married man
waiting escort.
while visiting her older married sister across the country
Melissa, a recent graduate of
from us, The man and his wife were best friends of
our
West Springfield High School,
oldest daughter and her husband.
attend
Miss Charlotte Johnston, bride- will
Jacksonville
The man left his wife and two children, and he and our
elect of Steve Rowland, was University, Jacksonville, Florida
young daughter lived together in an apartment awaiting
his
honored with a household shower in the fall. Her escort for the
divorce
held at the fellowship hall of the evening and the many pre-ball
Needless to say this caused many hurt feelings and
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist parties was Midshipman Michael
many harsh words were said by all concerned. The man's
Church held on Monday, June 21 D'Shaughnessy, United States
divorce became final last winter and he and our daughter
at seven o'clock in the evening Naval Academy.
were married in a church ceremony shortly after. They
are
Dinner and dancing followed
The charming hostesses for the
now apparently very happy
occasion were Mesdames Jo Anr the presentation ceremonies.
Since this is the case, and while I do not condone or
Burkeen, Teresa Puckett, Mae
approve of their earlier conduct. I still love my daughter
and
Jones, and Fay Johnston.
want to have a good relationship with her and her
husband
For the prenuptial event, the
Others in the family disagree violently with me I think
life
honoree chose to wear an aqua
is too short to harbor bitter feelings. Am I wrong?
crepe knit dress and was
DISTRAUGHT MOTHER
presented with a corsage of white
marnations and wedding bells
DEAR MOTHER: No.
tied with aqua ribbon, by the
A group of relatives and friends
hostesses.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "C. J. J.": Herbert put it this
gathered at the home of Mrs
Games were played with the Dolly Colson on Monday,June 28
way, "He who cannot forgive others, breaks the bridge
over
recipients of the prizes being at noon to help her celebrate her
which he himself must pass, if he is to ever reach
heaven,
Mesdames Martha Crick, Betty 44th birthday:
for everyone has the need to be forgiven." Try a little
Jones, Sandra Watkins, Barbara
harder.
Mrs. Colson opened her mans
Rowland, and Ruby Culver. The nice gifts and a basket lunch wat
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
Joor prize was won by Mrs. spread on the lawn of the home
your chest. Write to ‘IIRY. Box 55700, Los Angeles, Cal.
Martha Crick.
Present were the honoree, her
MM. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
Miss Johnston opened her mother, Mrs. Fannie Scott, her
eavelope.
many lovely gifts for the guests to children, Ave, Rita, and Freda
Mrs. Chuck Elkins and son, Eric
Refreshments of cake, pink and Bobby Colson and children
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
apach, nuts, and mints were Tommy and Robert.
send SI to bby. Box 557011, Les Angeles. Cal. NSW
served by Mrs. Fay Johnston and
Also present were Mrs. Vii
Mrs. Jo Ann Burkeen. The Page, Mrs. John Underhill
anc
-efreshrnent table was overlaid daughter, Kathy, of Cadiz, Mrs
with a white cloth decorated with Lillian Hughes and daughters
a wedding bell centerpiece and a Jan and Pat, Mrs. Jane
Thur
white umbrella trimmed in pink man, Mrs. Bonnie Story
anc
with a miniature bride and groom children, Douglas, David,
Lisa
statuette beneath the umbrella, and Lana, Mrs. Irene
Mitchuson
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Hubbard of
A delightful courtesy extended
all surrounded by fern and pink Mrs. Sandra Parrish
anc
Route
Four,
Buchanan,
Tenn.,
*.o Miss Patty Underwood, brideroses.
daughter, Jennifer, Mrs. Stanle3
elect of Larry Campbell, was the announce the approaching Approximately sixty persons
Scott, and Mrs. Mavis Stone an
iridal shower held in June at the marriage of their only daughter, were present or sent gifts.
son, Timmy.
!ellowship hall of the Sugar Creek Judy Elaine, to Donald Ray Cox,
son
of
Mrs.
Gladys
Cox
of
Route
Baptist Church.
Five, Paris, Tenn., and Floyd
Mrs. James Vance and Mrs. Cox of Route Two, Paris, Tea.
Terry Underhill were the Miss Hubbard was graduated
gracious hostesses for
the from Henry County High School
prenuptial event.
in May. She is the granddaughter
The honoree chose to wear of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
from her trousseau a white long Thompson and Mr. and Mrs. The home
of Mrs. Johr
the Girls
Members of
sleeve dress. She, along with her Isom Hubbard of Paris, Tenn. Sammons of Elm Street kuxiliary of the Elm Grove
The
groom-e
lect
graduated
mother, jvIrs. Joe Underwood,
Murray„ was the scene of the Baptist Church attended camp at
and her mother-in-law to be, From E. W. Grove High School coffee given in compliment of Jonathan Creek Baptist Asembly
and
is
now
employed
with
P.
and
Mrs. Cliff Campbell, were
N Amusement Company. He is Miss Patty Underwood, bride on Kentucky Lake last week.
oresented hostesses' gifts corAttending as camp counselors
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs elect of Larry Campbell or
sages pf white carnations.
leawson Finnell of Dexter and the Wednesday, June 23, at ter were Wanda McNabb, Becky
Channey, and Karen McCuiston.
late Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cox of o'clock in the morning.
were
Acteens attending
Games were directed by Mrs. Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Mrs. Sammons, Mrs. Chester
The wedding will take place or Thomas, Mrs. Cletus ('olson, and Willette Richardson and Brenda
Underhill after which the honoree
Saturday, July 10, at six-thirt) Mrs. Tommy Ernstberger were Dutlqnd.
opened her many lovely gifts.
Mebibers attending from the
o'clock in the evening at the Mt the gracious hostesses for the
Girls in Action group werr
Zion Church of Christ, Buchanan prenuptial event.
The beautifully appointed Tenn. All
Tammy Outland, Donna Smith
friends and relative:
Arrangements of magnolias indaty Knight, Belinda Suiter
refreshment table was covered
are invited to attend the weddini were
used at vantage points in Sena Lovett, and Karen Todd
with a white cloth and centered and the
reception which wil the living
room and dining room
with an arrangement of cut follow at
the Buchanan School where the
delightful refreshflowers in an antique bowl.
ments were served.
Cakes, punch, mints, and nuts
NOTICE
were served
Our
readers
are
The honoree chose to wear for
reminded that the Ledger
the event a white and pink pant
Commercially frozen un
& Times will not publish
Miss Leah Vance kept the
suit. She was presented with an
baked apple
cherry or
weddings or bridal showers
bridal register and assisted in the
electric skillet as a wedding gift
peach pies usually maintain
that occurred thirty days
entertaining.
from the hostesses
gcod
quality
up to eight
previous to the date of
Thirty-five persons were
months in your home trees,
Sixteen persons were included
publication.
present for the special occasion.
er.
in the guest list.

Charlotte Johnston
Complimented With
Household Shower

A N440ear.4\

When you are entertaining
suddenly, here is a speedy
idea. Drain canned pineapple chunks. Then spear so
chunks can be dunked in
bowls of either dairy sour"
cream seasoned with dill
weed, in grated sharp cheese
or in chopped mint.

Step into the
Wonder ful

FLORIDA
WORLD
of the
voyci e

.
BmE ATcEHL

DAYTONA BEACH

Bring your lighthearted spirit ... we
supply everything else to romp or
rest by the sparkling sea!
•All rooms & suites are
oceanfront and have private
balconies
•2 Olympic pools,
1100 ft. of private beach
•Color TV, phones, room service
• Air conditioned & heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
pgrivileges
•9Golf&
• hole putting
• Game room, shuffleboard, baby
sitter service
• Planned entertainment
• Across from shopping center,
bowling, theatre
• Near Jai Alai, Dog Racing,
Auto Racing
• Great deep sea fishing
Writs for free Imam,rates.
Credit cards lisnored:
American Express, Diners Club,
nk Amerizard. Master Charge

°gager
IMAM MOTEL
voyager Reich Motel Oceanfront Resort
2424 N. Atlantic Ave , Dept
ornone leech. FlorIcla
Rome
Address_
cay_Ststs—.2is-MMMMM

Miss Hubbard And
Donald Ray Cox To
Marry On July 10

July Bride-Elect
Members Of Girls
Honored At Coffee Auxiliary At Camp
At Sammons Home At Jonathan Creek

•w•••••••••.•

A rare
You don't see too many pictures like this because
we really never pictured ourselves this way.
For the post 23 years, while lust about every
other car company has been feeling the pu lse nf
the nation and changing the looks of their cars (Jr.
cordingly, we've been fixing the inside of our little
car just so you wouldn't have to have it r,xeci
often.
The result is that today, there's not one single
part on a '71 Volkswagen that hasn't been ire
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Mrs. Dolly Colson
Honored At Dinner
On Her Birthday

Bridal Shower Is
Given In Honor Of
Patty Underwood

PAGE Fl

Quick Duo

Miss Melissa Hood, Granddaughter Of
Local Woman, Makes Debut, Military Ball

Alcohol amplifies
one's personality

TUESDAY—JULY 6, 1971

0.1•KA,

proved at least once.
Recently, a top level executive from a big automotive fiLm summed up our position on the subject
for us And we quote.)
"Consumers today are more interested in quality, low cost of operation and durability, and less
interested in styling, power and performance."
That's new top level thinking?
Our top level thinkers have been thinking that
way since 1949.

.0

Pie storage

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 730 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
,r140Moilt
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LINCOLN—The state Department of Finance has closed a deal
or purchase of the Mury Todd Lincoln Home in Lexington for
112,000. The structure, built in 1818, will be dismantled, brick by
Vick, and reconstructed at Waveland, near Lexington, as a state
shrine.

a fishing
brochure, rates
kenered:
iss, Diners Club
d. Master Charge

COCAINE SMUGGLER
/91 MEXICO CITY ( UPI)—Mexican police Friday announced
uithe arrest of a man who had
misought to smuggle 3 kilos of
cocaine, valued at 3 million
;sos I U.S. $240,000) into the
... untry from Ecuador.
d Police identified the suspect
Hector
Manuel Elenes
lis e1urn, a 27-year-old student
'Gast
, from Culiacan in Northwestern
Mexico. They said he carried
—)he cocaine in a suitcase and
i
, wiewalesscrwalfwAWiray0.
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MISSY, JR. and HALF SIZES
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At start of new program for rehabilitation middle-aged heart patients, Dr. Gary Fry, at left,
chocks condition of John Fearing, 43, after an attack. Six months later, at right, the system has
made Fearing trim and fit. Bike machine tests his level of ability to take regular exercises

By JAMES N. MILLER
Central Press Association Correspondent
PALO ALTO, Calif.— Because so many men in their early or
mid-forties are suffering heart attacks. Stanford University is
sponsoring a new kind of physical fitness program, now in operation for about a year, that promises to be nationwide.
At first glance the program sounds ridiculously simple It involves only an hour each day, three to four times a week of
light, supervised exercise during the first few weeks, followed
by a slightly acceleratea exercise system the remainder of the
• •
year, including jogging at modest speeds.
Original locale of the program is the Palo Alto Y.M.C.A. But
its sponsors plan to set up similar programs in the near future

nationally known cardiologist
who serves as staff member of
the Stanford University Hospital and the Palo Alto Medical
Clinic,
• • •
, HEART patients who are eligible -must have a history of
coronary disease and be referred
"iv their physicians," aecording

SHOE SALE

ALL

SUMMER SHOES
1/
4

1/
/3

1 2 OFF
/

• SANDELS
• CANVAS
• DRESS
• PLAY SHOES
All Shoes Out for Easy Help-Yourself Selection
Many Sizes and Styles To Choose From

Itoect

there is a correlation betweer
exercise and a more optimistic
outlook, which in turn may aim
have some direct beneficial effect on the patient's general
health.
When a new program starts.
a technician checks the heart
patient's p hysical condition
while he works on a stationary
Illeyete exerciser. Por the teadt
ing recorded of the heart's activity, an exercise "prescription''
is devised, showing exactly how
much each patient can and cannot do.
• • •
SIMILAR tests are given :titer
six months and at the end of
the program. Certain patients
who have suffered c heart attack can be admitted into the
program only after three months
have elap,-ti from the onset of
the attack
From time to time, Dr. Fry.
the program's originator, often
exercises with the patients His
able associate, Itirb Pierson,
physical director ;it the l'alo

MAIDEN FORM and PETER PAN

BRAS and GIRDLES
/
3
SAVE UP TO 1

hat

LITTLETON'S
On The Good Ole Court Square

OFF

ROYAL HOPE — The king
and queen of Sikkim are in
aindon for a short stay
with friends. The queen.
for our NUN: York socialite

How- 'Cook, married the
king several years ago and
has t eigned with him in
the Kingdom of Sikkim rut
the India-China ii It'
Farnilie.

a lii

a'.,11,111:.

inullwr, has, 1111, 111. i liildri ii
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LITTLETON'S
The Happy Yellow Store
On The Good Ole Court Square
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,
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,
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Alto V. il'.0 joins in thi•
The patients flirt
as a group class for three to
four session, a week. friar, 5
to 6 pan. The understandine is
they shiaild follow the ping nit
for eight months to a year lir.
Fry explains: "Sporadic and unsupervised exercise can eisily
be overtiorte so that it mai. Ire
detrimental to heart
sit iii
By having them in the la ogram for many months we • Ti
,dkeep a ciosely supet
ti..irt
ed control <wet thvir
health:'
its
EACH one-hour si.s -1,11
with a W111111-14) 1411101 it
n the
calisthenic.; which
body and eliminate the hazards
caused by too tight irrint- and
muscles; 35 to 40 lemma- of
brisk walking and Jugging rill
done inside the gym. and :ill
depending on how niiiu h e. , II individual is allowed to work :it
his own safe pace, and finally,
a 5 to 10 minute cooling duvim
period of lighter exercise "
The cooling doWn 111'11,RI is
important because it lowei a the
blood pressure graduallx C,nversely. it can be harmful simply to abruptly stop peak ixercise activity without :rm. period of tapering off. according
to Dr. Fry.
The class fee is $1110 for 26
weeks, or $200 for Ali, 10410111mended one-year iirrrg m Classes are open fotAllhew patients
any lime

new all-dry powder aerosol foot and shirr powder with
an anti-pervirant leaf tire- a

jol-
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LINGERIE

"Also, it has been documented by psychological testing that
there is frequently an element
of depression among coronary
pa tlents.
"But other tests show clearly
that such pateints on a conditioning program have less depression. We rire finding that

A

less

1/2 PRICE

PANT SUITS

the coronary death rate.

y y

110
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3 OFF
/
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DRESSES

was nabbed at Mexico City
International Airport upon arri- in II counties in central Cali- to Dr. Fry. He explains how he
fornia under the supervision cd happened to initiate the proval from Guayaquil, Ecuador. trained
physicians and exercise gram: "Recent studies convinced
The cocaine was believed experts.
me that consistent exercise,
destined for the United States. In charge is Dr. Gary Fry properly supervised, can lower
Many camping families take
baby powder showers when
regular shower facilities aren't
available in the wilderness. A
liberal head-to-toe sprinkling
leaves everybody feeling fresh
and smooth.

1
/
2 PRICE

JR. & MISSES

MEDICAID—The Kentucky medical assistance pilot project
that "locked in" 36 recipients in 10 counties indentified as overusers has reduced by almost one-half the cost of their physician
and pharmacy services. The average per person monthly cost for
services dropped from $91.56 to $46.51. The overall program
average is $15.89.
COLLEGES—Governor Nunn told a Louisville conference of
the National Assn. of College and University Attorneys that
college administrators must take responsibility for ruling their
' own campuses. "Until the students attain some degree of
education or degree of maturing judgment, we as administrators
and officials will have to provide the rules and regulations," he
said.

1
/
3 OFF

ENTIRE STOCK

PAVING—Highway Commissioner B. E. King has announced
plans to apply the first coat of new blacktop to about 1200 miles of
'unpaved county roads at a cost of $8 or $9 million. He said the
floney will mainly be spent in counties where less than 65 per cent
'of the roads are now hard-surfaced.

Led spirit .. . we
iIse to romp or
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es are
have private

ivileges

SWIM SUITS

SHARING—Gov. Louie B. Nunn named a bipartism 11-member
committee of present and former officials to provide liaison with
Kentucky's Congressional delegation during the current debate
on President Nixon's and alternate federal revenue sharing
proposals.

• BEACH

Ite beach
room service
& heated
Inge, coffee shop

The Happy Yellow Store's

JULY SALE

SCHOOLS—The state Department of Education has initiated a
long-range study of the Minimum Foundation Program, the 15year-old program through which the state finances its public
schools. The study will take three years and will cover 17 topical
areas in the field of education. The study's recommendations will
be ready for the 1974 General Assembly.
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BEACH

New Hope For 40-Plus Heart Patients

By Gary G. Huddlestou

o the

MOTEL

STATE GOVERNMENT'S
WEEX OF aCTIVITY
IN Mail,

"Where You Save Does Make A Difference"

"EARN THE COMMUNITY'S
HIGHEST SAVINGS RATES"
"No one has ever lost a Penny
in a savings account insured
by Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation an agency
of the U. S. Government"

Your SAVINGS with us are INSURED up to '20,000.00
by this government agency.
A man & wife may have '100,000.00 Insured
(
/14
INSURED

unique dry powder ft mind.,
lion, the manufacturer
The powder contains lie xa
ehlorophene to check I Niur and
aluminum chliorlisilnod,l,
the atili-nr-itiratit I lif• eon

tamer features a nozzle that
releases powder in soft pre
measured puffs.
(Consumer Product, Ihy
2711 Park
'Mori Carbide
1ve., New York, N.1

U.TO
OF0.000

MURRAY BRANCH
Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loan Association
304 E. Main Street

Murray,

Ky.

Phone 753-7921
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Crossword Puzzle

DU moo 0M0M
0010 000M MOM
MBO 30UMOOMM0
00000 0M000
MOM 3MUMO
0000E1 01MV 000
OOMMOM 030M9O
MOO MOM DOOM
000210 MOM
DOGGIM 0000O
000000000 MOO
0000 0030 00M
0000 OUMM MM0

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
Ganes step
Crfficuit
Vessels
High
mountain
13 S-shaped
molding
14 Century plant
15 Cravat
16 Competitor
18 Cut of meat
20 Depression
21 Roman gods
22 Pronoun
23 Chapeaus
27 Bitter vetch
29 Evergreen
tree
30 Citrus fruit
31 Negative
32 Speck
33 Long, slender
fish
34 Parent (collat.)
35 More ancient
37 Nod
38 Vigor (colloq.)
39 Leak through
40 Wager
41 Maiden loved
by Zeus
42 Girl's name
44 Change
47 Europeans
51 Fuss
52 Retained
53 Harvest
54 Spread for
drying
55 Ernmets
56 Sea eagles
57 Number
1
4
8
12

Time gone by
Tear
Hinder
Large cat
Ancient
Pedal digit
Weight of
India
17 Printer's
measure
19 Three-toed
sloth
22 Strike
24 Part of
"to be"
25 Drink heavily
26 Break
suddenly
27 Man's name
28 Part in play
29 Preposition
30 Ordinance
32 Relies on

EIMM MOM SOO
00S0 002M MOO
00 00U 0000100
000 MO MEM
MOM MOO MOO
COO MOO 000
13000000 GO
00M 000 MOO
DOOM GOO DOM3
OMO 0130 M0E1
BOMOM0 000 BM
MOO 00M0 0030
000 MOO 11100

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Obtained
Prefix down
Carrier
Vegetable
Proclaim
loudly
41 Prefix: not
43 Chinese mile

33
36
37
38
40

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Snakes
Paradise
Was borne
The urial
Write
In music, high
Man's
nickname
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Strokes
Landed
Hurries
White Rhine
wine

You're Invited to the
Foe

WEST LIBERTY, Ky.—Three
musicals—"Okahoma," "The
Sound of Music" and "Jenny
Wiley"— make up the 1971 season
of the Jenny Wiley Summer
Music Theatre at Jenny Wiley
State Park near Prestoburg.
The wide differences in theme
and background of the three
musicals are proof of the versatility of General Manager C.
Mitchell Douglas who came to
the theater in 1964 as an actor.

busied herself at her loom, trying
to finish a piece of cloth before
taking her four children arid
young brother to the cabin of her
sister, Elizabeth Borders, to
spend the night.
Jenny is still weaving when a
band of Indians broke through the
cabin door, and before her eyes
scalped the three younger
children and her brother, taking
Jenny and her baby captive.
The story of the next few
months in the life of Jenny
"We're suprised at how Wiley is one of cruelty, torture,
professional it all is," said Bruce endurance, and horror beyond
Zellermayer of Miami, Fla., the scope of fiction. But the story
speaking for himself and John is not without its gentleness in the
Long who came to the recent romance of Tom and Jenny and
"Oklahoma" opening to lend in kindnesses of one of her capsupport to their friend Paul tors.
Johnson, actor and resident
"Jenny Wiley" is destined to
photographer with the company. break attendance records at the
This air of quality that per- park. It not only is a true story,
vades the company, Mitch but the heroine and her husband,
Douglas attributes to a hard- the families of Mathias Harman,
working crew and cast who feel Henry and James Skaggs, Daniel
"human pressures but none of the Boone and other pioneers conold-style theater temperament." nected with the blockhouse—even
Star billing is not one of the the Indians—have thousands of
worries of actors in the state- descendants in Kentucky, West
supported company. A star in Virginia, Virginia and other
one musical might play a minor states.
role in another. Shirley Light- Jenny Wiley State Resort Park,
choreographer
for named for the courageous
body,
"Oklahoma," will sing in "Sound pioneer woman, is located just
of Music," and Stephen Hale who east of Prestonburg on Ky-304.
was the badman in "Oklahoma" The park is easily accessible via
will lend his outstanding voice to Mountain Parkway, Interstatethe role of Tom Wiley who woos 64, US Routes 23 and 460, and
and wins Jenny in the third from Northern Kentucky and the
production.
Cincinnati area Interstate-75.
Douglas, besides being general The schedules for the three
manager for the summer music shows are "Oklahoma"-June 24theater, also is director of July 11; "The Sound of Music"productions, does publicity and July 15-Aug. 1; "Jenny Wiley"acts in each show. He also wrote Aug. 5-22. Performances are
the book and lyrics for "Jenny nightly, Thursday through
Sundays, at 8:30.
In putting together the story of
Jenny, Douglas had no problem
MOUNA WINS LEAD
finding material, for the frontier
SOUTHPORT, England (UPI)
heroine has been the subject of
—Fiorentino Molina, the Argenmany articles and half a dozen
tuuan PGA champion, shot a
books. What 10 use and what tR
course-record four-under-par 67
omit were important decisions,
Friday to gain the first round
Included in the score are "Big lead
in a British Open Golf
Sandy Valley," "Indian Lullaby"
Championship qualifying comand "Jenny Wiley."
petition at Hesketh.
Virginia Sellards Wiley,
daughter of Hezekiah Sellards
who came from Ireland in 1732 to VILLANOVA'S SCHEDULE
settle the high Shenandoah, was VILLANOVA, Pa. (UPI)—
married in 1779 to Thomas Wiley The Villanova University basof Walker's Creek (now Tazewell ketball Wildcats will meet two
County, Va.), who like her father new opponents during the 197172 season, it was announced
was a native of Ireland.
A decade later on Oct. 1 while Friday. The new opponents will
her husband was away with a be Oregon University and
load of ginseng, Jenny Wiley Merrimack College.
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MY DAD SAYS THAT WHEN HE
(i)AS LITTLE,THEY HAD TINY
FIRECRACKERS CALLED INVFINGERS

TREVD MITA WHOLE STRIP*
AT ONE TIME, AND THEY'D GO

POP POP POP POP FOP POP POP
WWWWWWW
WWWWWWW
WWWWWWW_

WREN YOU TEL_ A 51ORY,CHV
YOU HAVE A TENDENCY 10 60
KID 100 MUCH DETAIL-.

'Frumpet playing,
kissing mix?
In the beautiful Seabreen section of Daytona
Beach Florida's year-round resort
• King size heated/swimming pool, oceanside
patio
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
Beach"
• Air-conditioned, heated. Telephones
apartments, efficiencies
Beautiful
roo
tCi0
fulOirTVms,
41:
• New game room
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf
courses
• Jai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
fishing

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ATIBY: Far be it for me, an ex-semiprofessional
trumpet player, to argue with Harry James, Louie
Armstrong, or AI Hirt but I must. I strongly suspect that you
asked the wrong question and therefore got the wrong
answer
I defy any trumpet player, regardless of credentials, to
engage in heavy necking for an hour or so and then "wail" at
his best. Let's face it—anyone who wants to play his trumpet
after heavy necking must be dizzy, or must have grown up as
I did in the era when necking was usually an end in itself.
A little kissing never "hirt" any trumpet man worthy of
the name. However, heavy necking, worthy of the name,
usually turns your embouchure into undercooked abalone!!
Signed: NOT-SO-OLD MAN WITH HORNiSI

DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN
Write today for free brochure and rates:

BEACH MOTEL

Ed
NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 3111111 Dept_

DEAR ABBY: Regarding trumpet playing and kissing: I
have been married to a trumpet player for 28 blissful years.
Altho he is no longer a career musician he plays his trumpet
each evening to keep his lips hot. The nights he plays "The
WELL-KISSED
Flight of the Bumble Bee"--WOW!!!

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

DEAR WELL: You're lucky you aren't married to a
violinist. They just fiddle around.

Phone
753-578e

DEAR ABBY: I noticed a trumpet player didn't like to
kiss as he thought it would ruin his career. My husband is a
dentist and he doesn't like to kiss either. He says that after
working with mouths all day he doesn't find them very
romantic. Do you think he is putting me on?
DENTIST'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: No. I think he is putting you OFF!
DEAR ABBY: While I'm not in the same league with
Harry James, Mannie Klein, Herb Alpert and Al Hirt, I'm a
professional trumpet player and I'd like to get a few licks in
about kissing and trumpet playing. I think kissing has
Improved my trumpet playing. And trumpet playing has
TRIPLE TONGUE TONY
improved my kissing.

8:00-5:00
Mon. thru
Sat.

Pre-Fall
Inventory
Sale

DEAR ABBY: Congratulations on your coverage of the
kissing trumpeters' problem. All offered comments, but no
solutions. Being an ex name-band leader myself and still
active professionally, I have a solution:
Play immediately before and after intimacies, and if his
lips aren't in better shape after, it's not his lips—he has a
breathing problem. My own love-mate likes to play a few
notes herself before the action, so I always bring my
trumpet. In fact, she insists upon it.
CHOPPED LIPPER IN CONN.

I'D LIKE A
BANANA
SPLIT

price of 1

MANY ITEMS REDUCED

1.00

501

2.00

Many Other Items at
Comparative Prices!

Free
Storage

9

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Insured!
Mothproofed!
No boxing!

Tuesday and Wednesday

ANY
2 GARMENTS

Match suits or two-piece dresses count as one.

THE COM13/NAT/0N OF THE cfiNGUNG OF5/L/-AND 73-1E LOOK
OF ONE STUPID EN01_,C7/4 7D FALL FOR ONE OF HIS CROOKED
SCHEMES-Is TOO AKICN FrxR CROOKED MILES —

t

regret, the
stre
cle
beautifully.
$1. Ei

LTONE F,
tearing aid butt
hearing aids. WI

CRtOSOTED I
bon construct
and boat docks.
Co., Maple S
Kentucky,

ARPET WE'
(lean with Blue
i4ew shampoom
uto, Home of
ell."
i

1UPPLIES; 15
ishing, price(
9162 after 7:1

L

FOR

$200.00 per n

has over $15

Improver

week long

Shirt
Special

For infc
Call Bob

Collect 21

IMME
ME
MF
MM7°
MIM7
MI

AUTOS F

1968 JAVELIN,:
actual miles. Ph
5:00p.m.

1970 VOLKSWA
13,800 miles. Ph(
12:00noon.

1970 V28 CAN
mags. Phone 75
p.m.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP WINDOW
Open Daily from 7 am-6 pm

SERVICE

Phone 753-8119

'WO BEDR4XN
trailer. Carpet
under-pinned ar
Phone 753-7854,

next to HoliC

Now Offers

CONDITIONING

AYER PIA
Good condition
1367.

South is to:

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVIq
AIR

FiEGISTEFtED
llops, great
gasonable pric
left. Melodychanan, Tern
7-3345.

Large D

Laundered to Perfection

Abner

TRACTOR,
Ferguson, mod
spread wheels
Olows. 5' Bust
jkmper, pick R
blade. Phone 43

Pay only regular
cleaning prices]

Mrs. Wads Lou Greer, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Betty Chambers
Scott, 908 Poplar, Murray, Rural.
Route Jones, 312 S. 9th, Murray,
Mrs. Dora Marcella Robinson
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Pearl Elizabeth Turner,
1703 Miller Ave., Murray,
Charles Manuel Cox, 2923 E. St.
George Rd., Evansville, Ind.,
Mrs. Hortense Ellis, 1009 Story
Ave., Murray, Mrs. Lillian Ivey
Hoffman, 1641 Miller, Murray.

The Colonials

SLABS & SA
Avery Lumbe
Tern.

to

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box WM, Los Angeles, Cal.
11101. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teea-Agers Wain in
Knew," mead al to Abby, Box MTN. Los Angeles. Cal. NOP

Baby Boy Lax (Mrs. Mitzi
Claudette Lax), 1207 Melrose,
Murray, Baby Girl Elliott (Mrs.
Roberta Lou Elliott), Rt. 5,
Murray, Baby Boy Hobbs,(Mrs.
Phyllis Jean Hobbs), Box 83,
Murray.
DISMISSALS

MAYTAG P
will hook up to
year old. Phone

ZZLE LOAF
guns. Call 436-58

ROSES 2 for

DEAR ABBY: I happen to be a professional trumpet
player, too, only I am a female type. I also heard that kissing
ruins the lips and used to avoid such activities before playing
in competition or having to solo in a concert.
Then I met a guy who really sent me. He was a
professional trumpet player, too. I forgot all about saving my
lips for the trumpet, and so did he. And we've been making
HOT LIPS
beautiful music together ever since.

NURSERY

17' THOMPSG
Evinrude mot
mington 382-229

VcC dr FIE
fiegistered In
/hone 753-3509 a
Atly8NC

July 1, 1971
ADULTS 109

MAYBE YOU
BETTER LEAVE
OFF THE
BANANA AND
ICE CREAM,
TOO

10x55 MONAR
furnished, can
and air condit
miles from ca
11569.

METAL GLID1
00. Phone 48

Hospital Report

DON'T PUT ANY
SYRUP OR NUTS
OR CHERRIES
OR WHIPPED
CREAM ON IT

PAGE SEVEN

California's Yosemite National Park VIM established in
1890.

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

7 Average
ACROSS
8 Visitor
1 Alcoholic
9 Native metal
beverage
10 Dance step
4 Juncture
11 English baby
8 Policeman
carriage
(slang)
16 Symbol for
11 Malay canoe
silver
1.2 Strip of cloth
18 Storage
13 Macaw
compartment
14 Sun god
20 Arid
15 Equality
22 Stilettos
17 Articles of
25
Lamprey
furniture
27 Pedal digit
19 Sum up
29 Corded cloth
21 Deity
3G. Poem
23 Nothing
32 Weaken
24 Simple
59 Greek letter
48 Chart
34 Greek letter
26 Stroke
50 Period of
36 River island
60 Above (post)
28 Roman tyrant
time (pi )
31 Aft'mutive
37 Rocky hill
61 Girl's name
52 Dens
33 Republican
39 Tear
63 Female deer
Sicilian
53
party (init.)
40 Pigpen
67 Latin
volcano
35 Crimson
conjunction
043 Essence
55 Blemish
36 Near
69 Knockout
46 Everybody's
57 Three-toed
38 Liberal giving
)
(abbr
sloth
uncle
41 Hebrew letter
42 Electrified
particle
44 Baker's
product
45 Possessive
pronoun
47 English
streetcar
49 Lift with lever
51 Ivy university
54 Flap
56 Ocean
58 Small rug
59 Pair
62 Help
64 Preposition
65 Pronoun
66 Above
68 Gumbo
70 Anger
71 Pasties ism
72 Dawn goddess
DOWN
1 Classify
2 Maiden loved
by Zeus
3 Short sleep
4 Sharpen
5 Betnionion
. by L'aited Feature Syndicate. no.
deft
6 Limy

ACROSS-

TUESDAY—JULY 6. 1971

THE LEDGER & TIMFs —leltRAY. KENTUCKY

rivined and Operated bN Begley

Drug(

1164 FORD RAD
$ cylinder, stra
753-1484.

1918 FORD pit
camper. Good c
Phone 753-7338.

1971
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FOR SALE

FOR RAUt

FIREWORKS
10 DAY Closeout SALE

Tom Linson's

mode

T1OUS

es

goif

iperh

FAN

1

Lion

21 Years in Dover, Tennessee

NitTI('E

NANA,Aos

owners of

* DODGE Challengers

*
*
10x55 MONARCH Mobile home,
FOR RENT
furnished, carpeted, has washer
*
and air conditioner, city gas, 2 EW TWO bedroom duplex *
miles from campus. Phone 753- partment. Central heat and air,
ILS69.
TFC arpet, $130.00 per month. Phone *
TFC *TO
7850.
17' THOMPSON BOAT, 75 H.P.
SEE...
Evinrude motor. Phone Far- LARGE ROOMS with recreation *
mington 382-2299.
J7C area. Country Estate. Phone 436- *
2173.
July29C *
MAYTAG PORTA-WASHER
*

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

********************
▪ FREE MOVIE
for
WED.

EMOOldie

JULY 7

Featuring the

TUESDAY-JULY 6, 1971

URRAY. KENTUCKY

1037W17011-RIVAIN

re

tons
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THE LE

THE MURRAY Board of
Education is now taking applications for custodians and
bookkeeper-lunchroom supervisor. Age range-21-60. Applications are available at the
Board Office Building, Poplar at
J7C
Ninth Street.

Historic Antietam Battlefield Threatened
By Large Housing Developments, Motels

ATTENTION LADIES: Would
* You
like to manage Murray's
* finest fabric store? Inquire in
* person at Fab-N-Trim, 314 Main,
J8C
* Murray,Kentucky.
* MALE & FEMALE; cook and
* waitresses. Full or part time.
Apply at Long John Silver's,
* South
12th Street, across from
* Big K.
TFC
*
* SAFETY CONSULTANTS

*
*
DODGE Challengers in
*
*
* the greatest car chase ever filmed! *
*
*

needed, Earn $50.00 to $60.00 Per
will hook up to sink. Less than 1 UNFURNISHED
TWO bedroom
week. Part time. No experience
year old. Phone 753-7547.
J7C downstairs apartment. Gas heat.
necessary. For interview, phone
8th and Vine $65.00 per month.
J8C
753-1442.
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M. Phone 753-9293.
J6C
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear,
TOO SMALL? With full
Tenn.
TFC ROOM FOR man available
* INCOME
* CHALLENGER OWNERS:
This was Antietam's bloody cornfield. Note the "For Sale" lion in background.
or part time Rawleigh Home
immediately. Furnished apart*
earning $3
*
Service
Plan,
many
Ily RAYMOND WILCOVE
are outside the park. They inMETAL GLIDER and 2 chairs, ments. Zimmerman Apartments,
Your 1971 license receipt will admit you * hourly and up. Write giving
Central Prase Association Correspondent
clude the cornfield, where the
*
bilb.00. Phone 489-2361.
J6C South 16th Street. Phone 753phone no: Ray Harris, Rawleigh
SHARPSBURG, Md.-Bulldozers may soon gouge the land men in Gray ambushed Brig
and one guest Present to cashier.
6609.
J6C
Union and Confederate soldiers fought the blood- Gen. Abner Doubleday's Feclef-.,
.?..
t.
r Co., Freeport, Illinois or call 815- where 128,000battle
TRACTOR,
1964
Massey
als and mowed them down in
of the Civil War.
Band 4:30. J8C iest one-day
232-4161
between
P'erguson, model 50, with power LARGE THREE bedroom house;
A good part,of Antietam Battlefield, _where Gen. Robert E. the standing.corn; Bloody Laite •
spread wheels, three 12" trip large living room, kitchen and
Lee made his first unsuccessful effort in 1882 to invade the North, where, after three hours of bit: HELP WANTED
"APPLICATIONS ARE being
glows. 5' Bushhog with stump utility room; living room and one
is being sold by private realtors for housing developments and tle, the bodies were so thick
GOLDEN
GATE
BRIDGE
received for a Nurse Aide class
motels. Legislation has been introduced in Congress to halt the you could walk without touchSimper, pick up disc and grader bedroom are carpeted. Air,j6c conditioned. Phone 753-3695. J6C starting in July. Please apply in
blade. Phone 436-2406.
UPI)- developments, but its chances are regarded as slim. A similar ing the ground (there we're
(
FRANCISCO
SAN
Nursing Office". Murray4,000 casualties); and the probeffort failed in 1969.
Thirty-four years after its
Much of the land where the Blue and the Gray battled to a able site of Clara Barton's hosCalloway County Hospital. J10C
construction, the Golden Gate bloody stalemate is privately owned, consisting largely of farms. pital.
*CC & FIELD and trail HOUSE AT 417 So. 10th, 4 rooms,
EXPERIENCED
The cemetery where the reBridge finally was paid for They posed no threat to the quietude of the battlefield, but the
Fbegistered Irish Setter pups. bath and gas heat, no children, ELECTROLUX SALES & SerBODY
MAN
construction nearby of interstate highways has brought the mains of 4.773 Union soldiers,
available now.Call 753-3286. J6C vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Thursday.
Ilhone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
including 1,836 unknown, lie 'is
The Bridge District used an rolling hills within commuting Burnside Manor.
v Good pay
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farwithin the government-ownhd
distance of Washington. D.C.,
$2.869,700
to
for
check
oversized
ROOM; WITH private entrance. mington, Kentucky.
park.
sei5C
suburbs 60 miles away.
•
working
Excellent
v
•
in
million
$35
of
last
the
retire
IllEGISTERED SAINT Bernard Cooking priviliges if desired.
The realtors maintain that the
THE REALTORS are aware
It was here at Antietam on
issued
general obligation bonds
conditions
lips, great with children, Walking distance of campus. MOBILE HOME & boat in
Sept. 17, 1882 that 23,110 men of the historical importance of government is at fault in nig
to design and build the span in were killed and wounded. Lee's the land. "We get a lot of ac- obtaining the land earlier. They'
reasonable prices, terms. Only 4 Phone 753-1387.
J7C surance. Broad coverage. Low
v Paid vacations
the 1930s.
armies were repulsed and Abra- tion from military-minded peo- offered, they said, to trade the
loft. Melody-Ayre Kennels,
rates. Excellent claim service.
In a brief ceremony on the ham Lincoln seized the oppor- ple," said one, who sold some battlefield land for an unused
Iluchanan, Tennessee, phone 901- PLENTY TRAILER space; See us before you buy. Galloway
bridge, one of the bonds was tunity five days later to issue acreage to an air Force colonel. Army property near Sharps474345.
J8C beautiful, quiet living. Highway Insurance & Real Estate Agency.
burg. The legislation would au
Apply
In
Person
burned, and his Emancipation Proclamation "They eat that up."
ceremoniously
July7C
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division Phone 753-5842.
freeing the slaves.
Whoever purchases Lot 8 at thorize the trade.
District
and
America
Bank of
Meeiwhile, the land is going
Portions of the battlefield, Burnside Manor will have a real
i
od
AYER PIANO. Workable. No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
)fficials exchanged large repli- consisting of almost 800 acres, conversation piece in his back fast. 'or the history buff, itts 1"
August2C
condition. Telephone 753- Murray,Kentucky.
NOTICE
cas of a bond and the check are filled with monuments and yard: a stone monument mark- not a bad deal. After dinner he
J6P
p67.
markers and visited by almost ing the furthest advance of the can regale his guests with 'It
NICE TWO bedroom house only
not
receive
your
If you do
a half-million people each year, Eighth Connecticut Volunteer bit of battlefield lore. "Right
two
blocks
from
university
on
paper by six p.m. call 753Z7LE LOADER rifle and shot
SANDWICH PROCEDURE
there, where that monument
But many of the historic sites Infantry.
or Call 753-7114
quiet street. 804 N. 17th Call or 9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
guns. Call 436-5847 after 5:00
are outside the governmentOn another historic piece of stands, General Burnside's men
French
)-The
(UP!
PARIS
J6C write Willie Darnell Jr., Route 4, p.m.
owned park.
p.m.
land, described as "the best com- came dashing up the hill .. ."
FEMALE HELP Wanted 30-40 Academy ruled Thursday that
• • •
Martin, Tenn. 38237 Phone 587mercial site on the battlefield,"
• age group. Local retail store. Full in a grilled ham and cheese
NBC's forthcoming
USING donated funds, the a motel is being planned. Here
Juk0C,
TWO BEDRDOMONOWASOIt MAOP44
'
CASH Ott tracie-in tor your Used time employment. Only ones that sandwich, the grated cheese is National Park Service is en- Fighting Joe Hooker's Union "Nichols" series, starring James
trailer. Carpet, air-conditioned,
piano. Leach's Music and T.V. in needs to work apply. Send placed on the ham, not the gaged in last-ditch and appar- forces struck the Confederate Garner, has added as cast reguunder-pinned and fenced in yard.
ently fruitless negotiations with left flank and battled Stonewall lars Margot Kidder and Stuart
Dixieland Center. Phone 753- resume to P.O. Box 32K,Murray, other way round.
the
J7C
753-7854.
Phone
The point came up, the realtors for the land where Mal Jackson s scoops in front of the Margolin. Miss Kidder is the
J6C Kentucky.
7575.
J10C
Dunkard church. provocative Canadian actress
Vacation Cabin
-Academy announced, and Gen. Ambrol,e Burnside's Union white-painted
regret, the best yet; Blue
• • •
forces battled with the Confedwho gained so much attention
re
cleans
caused heated debate among
carpets
ocated on Kentucky Lake. WE LIKE Children. Child Care
ACCORDING to Sen. Charles in the "Quackser Fortune HaS
HOMEWORKERS
WANTED: academicians, when they met erate troops of Mai Gen. A. P.
beautifully. Rent electric
urnished 2 bedroom, in- Center (8:00 - 11:30 a.m., weeksponR-Md.,
a
McC. Mathias,
part-time,full-time work at home
$ampooer$1.BigK.
to define for the official French Hill at the close of the bloody sor of the legislation to protect a Cousin in the Bronx" movie a
J10C
luding linens, dishes, T.V. days), State licensed Kinmailing our circulars. For details
year ago. Margolin has been a
day.
combatants
will
But
the
dictionary
what
a
grilled
ham
ir conditioner. Rent by day, dergarten, Sunday School
the battlefield by purchasing guest star on numerous telerush
self-addressed,
stamped
-owned
not
be
entirely
forgotten
The
privately
of
LTONE FACTORY fresh
2.400 acres
reek or month.
classes. Phone 7534182 for in- envelope and 35c to US En- and cheese sandwich is.
housing there will he knows as land, some major historic sites vision shows.
ring aid batteries for all make
formation or transportation. terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
Phone
ring aids. Wallis Drugs. 1TC
Memorial Baptist Church. J7C Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
Is
ITS A LONG WAY TO
CIRtOSOTED POLES, for pole
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
barn construction, utility poles
.0
and boat docks. Murray Lumber REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
imam
Kentucky.
ITC THREE BEDROOM farm home, rnWITIS
2/
1
2 miles West of Kirksey on new
Itat Your Home
Are Poison
gARPET WET? Don't fret! travel road, just off the
«11,":(
ausck burg Road. Phone 489Mean with Blue Lustre and rent a Lv.
1.111
1▪ 111
.,.!-•*
July10C
w shampooer $1.00. Western
7
uto, Home of "The Wishing
1114r--47i'ROACI4IS
Pell."
J8C WOODED LOT; 100'x100' at Pine
Nancy
OriLlk• Carry Germs
."-/Co• 0- .F
Bluff Shores, water rights paid.
PLIES; 15 gallons of floor Paved street. Reasonable. Phone
CST WOOS
SPEND
I'LL
YES, BUT
ishing, priced to sell. Phone Clarksville, Tennessee, T. A
JULY
PESTS
IT ON
NOT ON
MAY I
9162 after 7:00p.m.
TFC Walker,647-1872 office or 647-2475
.60
SPECIAL
SOMETHING
SOMETHING
SPEND
7--=home.
J6C
PATRIOTIC
TODAY
FOR LEASE
MY
-LOVELY FIVE bedroom home,
50$?
full basement, large corner lot,
LOT
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
Do not be deceived! Termites stork 24 hours
Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone
FOR LEASE
753-4178.
TFC
a day the year round . .. Winter and Summer
Large Display Lot
SMALL FARM; good location;
business or future investment.
next to Holiday Inn on 641
•••••••••
jocY-5
One mile East Murray, apSouth is for lease Only
proximately 10 acres pasture.
and
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
The Colonials
$200.00 per month. This lot
Cozy older 7 room house, modern,
-1 J
1-40144 'MOOT IF
X GOT IT
WHAT AM
has over $1500.00 worth of 'For appointment call 436cAN'T PULL
20C, I'VE eiOT AN
S.
13th
Street
-you SLEEP r.)1.1 YOUR.
&O'INA
NOR.
IT ou-r
Murray, Ky
TFC
2173.
IZOw 1/.1 MY RACK •
OMAC.1-4 -7
DO ? IT
improvements on it.
PUSH IT
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
CAN Y'TAKE IT OUT
1-11..MTS
THIZOUGI-4
WANTED TO BUY
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
For information
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
WANT TO BUY; logs and
Call Bob Nameth
for
v Member Chamber of Commerce
have
Also
standing timber.
•
Collect 219-287-5968
16
sale lumber and sawdust.
V
4111.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
.4
10•10)Ak
TFC painting, experienced. By conHORNBUCKLE'S
BARCo. Phone 753-4147.
,V1.1
tractor hour. Phone 489AUTOS FOR SALE
BER SHOP, Open 300
-11
2287.
p.m.-10:00
J1OP
p.m.
Tuesday
WANTED TO RENT
1968 JAVELIN,air, power, 16,000
through Friday.
actual miles. Phone 753-5583 after
euedilEmn*iv a
WANT TO RENT; 2 bedroom ii07;ER WORK; back hoe serSaturday, 11:00-7:00
7-5
J10C
5:00 p.m.
Closed Monday.
unfurnisned house. Reasonable. vice; septic tank cleaning; septic
Jed tank installation. Gene Steely, 901
Boy's Haircut, 75c.
L'il Abner
1970 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER, Phone 753-5058.
Men's Haircut, $1.00
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 75313,800 miles. Phone 753-22110 after
-WILL 5E WORKIN'
THASS
AH 1-1AiN`T WORKED
BARHORNBUCKLE'S
01-4 - J7C
LOST A FOUND
7850.
July17C
12:00 noon.
5TCOPID
UP A STCCIPII,
ONE. up VET?!
BER SHOP
JINGLIN'THESE COINS
'MUFF
LOOK
sNUFFP.'
LOST: FEMALE Bassett hound,
WILL KETCH CROOKED
213 Spruce Street.
-ro GIT HIM
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
1970 V28 CAMERO. Factory 6 months old. Brown, black
MILES' EAR-BUT
and
-1ft
PHONE
753-7742
our.r.•
5:00
after
7534074
All work guaranteed. Free pickmaga. Phone
PART
--6IARD
.!v
white spotted. Answers to the
BY APPOINTMENT ALSO
J8C
up and delivery. Free estimate.
p.m.
name of Georgie Girl. Reward.
PHONE
753-7742
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
J6C
Phone 7534824.
iv, • PIV
McCoy,753-3045.
July16C
1964 FORD RANCHERO pick-up,
12.1
4
/
1
4
CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
(
6 cylinder, straight shift. Phone
NOTICE
'hoe work • Phone Rex Camp, 753J6C
753-1484.
I WILL repair your lawn mower
July29C
5933.
OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss & any gas motor. Also put your
1958 FORD pick-up with shell guaranteed or your money back. gun in good operating condition.
trim trees on
Phone H.S. Robertson, 753-7863, WILL CUT or
camper. Good condition. $350.00. phone ghapernakers,753weekends. Call 474-2382 between
Phone 753-73311.
1610Calloway.
J6P
J7P 2962,
15
July13C
J7NC 1.••••••m.
5:00 and 6:00.

WANTED

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

FOR RENT

tst

502-492-8622

tsvdt

4T"

FOOLISH

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

100

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

r

5/

11
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"Japanese tours
budget-minded
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TUESDAY—JULY 6, 1971

Season's First
Tropical Storm
Moving In Today

GOOD NEWS TODAY

Utah students perform
'no-return kindness

jammed and a warning is
MIAMI (UPI)—Arlene, the
issued against pickpockets.
However, only a beggar is season's first tropical storm,
moved toward the MassaHAKONE, Japan — This around to seek tourist money
oens, all in a cold rain. They
chusetts coast with gale-force
The mobile alarm has been
By FRANK MACOMBER
beautiful lake area, with ma- and he draws critical comment
joined the 450 residents of MilNational
winds
today
the
but
Copley News Service
jestic Mt. Fuji in the back- from Japanese. The 42-foot
vile to paint and repair build- tested at the John F. Kennedy
High School in Sacramento,
ground, is the halfway point in Buddha, second in size only to Hurricane Center said indicaNow that the nation's col- ings, installed a drinking foun- Calif. Officials say it has been a
a combination one-day bus- Nara's, brings thousands of tions were that it would not
tain
at
a
baseball
field
and
leges and universities are comsignificant factor in heading off
train tour that is becoming in- Japanese. Unlike the visitors to come ashore.
ing up on vacation time, it erected bleachers.
major campus trouble.
creasingly popular with visi- Nara who are mostly children, "Since the storm is small and
Many
of
the
Milville
resimight be well to point out that
tors to Japan.
the worshipers here are mainly should stay at sea, present
dents are elderly and couldn't
Each teacher can alert the
some
students
still are thinking
Many American travelers kimono-clad elderly persons. indications are that gales and
do the repair and clean-up work principal's office by activating
about
other
people
instead
of
most
of
rough
the
seas and
scoff at the so-called "canned"
As with any group tour, the
an ultrasonic device the size of
tomorrow's protest march or themselves.
swells will be confined to the
group tours offered in most for- stop is
*
*
*
a fountain pen. It uses no batjust long enough to catch
next
week's
campus
demoneign countries. However, for the highlights
coastal section of extreme
teries and can be operated
— and this is sufstration.
the tourist limited in time and ficient
southeast
Massachuse
tts
and
The big, bad wolf has been from any place in a building.
for most passengers.
For example, the townshinds, tours like the Tokyo to Next
comes an approximate possibly just to Nantucket
people of Milville, Utah, not far the target of hunters for cen- The system can record any
Kamakura to Hakone to Atami two-hour
ride along the shore of Island," the hurricane center
from Utah State University at turies and maligned in such number of calls for assistance
to Tokyo trip are idea.
the Pacific and up winding said in a midnight advisory.
Logan, weren't enthusiastic literary works as "Little Red simultaneously.
Japan Travel Bureau or one mountain roads
Arelen's
position at 6 a.m.
to Hakone.
about the average college stu- Riding Hood."
It also has provided swift reof several other organizations There
are surfers doing their EDT was estimated at latitude
But a group of scientists and sponse
dent. Even Mayor John Clark
to accidents, helping a
picks up visitors at the main best, but the surf light,
is
naturalists
and 39.6 north and longitude 70.0
had his misgivings when 50
who gathered at the student welder whose glove
Tokyo hotels, then heads south- the commentat
west,
or
about
125
miles southor explains the
American Museum of Natural caught fire,
Utah State students came over
another whose
east for the first stop in historic best surfing is
available just southwest of Nantucket.
to help the little community History in New York City are hand was cut by a handsaw and
and religiously oriented Kama- after a typhoon
The storm had increased in
has struck.
taking
a
different
dean
up
view
and
of
fix
the a third who had a epileptic atup.
kura.
"It's really refreshing to wolf. They agree with a theory tack.
The beach sand is dark and forward speed and was moving
The bus hostess keeps a runhave some people interested in advanced by Dr. John
ning commentary going most many Japanese are harvesting at least 15 miles per hour
A small computer similar to
helping and not asking any- Theberge,a Canadian ecologist
of the way but perhaps is too seaweed, an important part of toward the northeast, with
equipment used to monitor
SHELL
GAME
-107
-year
thing
in
return,"
center
Shell
-old
winds
Lee
throws
their
the
of
miles
50
mayor
diet
a
"Frisin
an
soup, other dishes
who claims the wolf actually is
busy with traffic to talk about
bee" in 90 degree weather with his grandchildren,
said afterward. "It seems these singing instead of howling and radio signals from outer space
the air pollution caused by huge and as a dye ingredient some- hour. Gale-force winds extended
David
and
Vaughna
kids do care about other does so not to frighten humans has been adapted by JPL engiLee, as he visits his family in Infactories such as the Kawasaki times necessary to guarantee 100 miles from the center at
neers to relieve teachers of the
dianapolis, Ind. Shell lives in Paden, Okla., sees and
people."
black
hair
so
traditional
widest
the
point.
but to communicate with other attendance-reporting
in
this
pLant and apparent unlimited
tedium.
hears
perfectly,
and
doesn't
country.
smoke
or
drink
"They
more
were
wolves.
amazed
than
The hurricane center said
that stuoutside rubbish fires.
an
Instead
occasional
of
beer.
dents
writing timewould come and help all
There are pines along the Arlene was expected to veer
The scientists saw a 6-yearShe does mention that the
day and then leave and ask old Canadian timber wolf, consuming roll-call reports, the
three lights situated over the beach, not for decoration but to slightly toward the northeast,
nothing in return," recalls Ray brought by Dr. Theberge, lick a teacher simply pushes buttons
cab of each heavy truck — and keep the dust down. There are then turn later toward eastCollard, one of the student little boy's hand and behave in a small keyboard to electhere are thousands of trucks apartment house settlements northeast, maintaining about
.tronically record absentees in
volunteers.
like any household net.
crowding main Japanese roads handling thousands of tenants the same forward speed and
The students picked up trash,
— give oncoming policemen and,as in Europe, there is bed- passing east of Nantucket
They also heard recordings the school accounting office.
dug ditches and weeded gar. of wolf "songs" which Dr. The computer stores the trierevidence of excessive speed. ding airing on balcony railings. during the day.
When all of the lights light up it Women are at work on road
Theberge says can be dis- mation each period and totals
Gale warnings were up from
OAKS TOURNEY CHANGED
means the truck is exceeding construction projects and life- Block Island, R.K.,
tinguished as soprano, con- up an end-of-the-day compilacameramen and tectuucians
to
Chatham,
tion of school attendance.
The Men's 18-hole best ball tralto, tenor and bass.
like dummy traffic policemen
the maximum speed limit.
By GREG OONNOLLET
virtually took over proceedMass., including Nantucket .
She also notes along Route 1, are "stationed" along the highThe New York get-together
Copley News Service
ings. "They had cameras tournament at the Oaks Country
Frank Schimandle, Kennedy
a Tokyo-Kyoto route since the way as a Japanese police effort
roaming all over the place, Club has been changed to Sun- was called to dramatize the principal, says some teachers
17th Century, the many apart- —mostly futile — to cut traffic
OTTAWA — The Canadian men climbing up and down lad- day, July 11, at 1 p.m. Members plight of the wolf and to push and office employes will be rement complexes, constructed deaths.
Parliament plans to televise its ders, lights heating the room to are urged to sign up in the Oaks for government action to pro- lieved of 10 to 14 reports daily.
The resort city of Cis° borcixtperatively by the governproceedings but this television the roasting point — it was in- Pro Shop or call in their entry. tect his dwindling population. And the system is expected to
ment and such industrial firms ders the shoreline and offshore
fare won't be the robust variety credible," he said.
Entries must be in by 6 p.m. Except for areas in Minnesota save each instructor up to 40
is Enoshima, an island reached
as Nikon and Sony.
and Alaska, the wolf virtually minutes a day in paper work.
that emanates from WashingIt seemed a wild scene to the Thursday.
Mrs. Emma Maude Carr of ton.
An hour after leaving Tokyo, by a double causeway. Traffic
has vanished in America.
Canadian delegation which
the bus arrives at Karnaltura, slows in the crowded city of Murray passed away Saturday at
A Canadian parliamentary may be rather stuffy about
an ancient city most famous for Odawara before the climb to- 11:45 p.m. at the
POWER BLACKOUT
Murray- committee went to Washington modern electronic journalism.
its 700-year-old bronze Buddha ward Lake Hakone, 2,376 feet Calloway County Hospital. She to get a first-hand look at how In Ottawa, television or radio
BUENOS AIRES (UPD—olieand feudal capital from 1192 to above sea level and one of the was 77 years of age and her death
Americans televise their com- broadcasts of the Commons or
Here's an idea that might
favorite 'resorts within 265- followed an extended illness.
1333.
mittees and came away in a Senate or their committees
Robert C.Spann of Hazel Route catch on with American young- third of this city of 8
persons was blacked on
The streets are narrow and square-mile Fuji-Hakone-lzu
'
:
The deceased was married state of shock.
One, age 57, is listed in sters:
have never been permitted.
National Park. The mountain June 20, 1921, to Lucian Carr who
In Saskatou, Sask., Canada, more than two hours Moodily
"It was a three-ring circus, a
The only coverage that has satisfactory condition this
area is rich in lush green died in 1946. She was
born May 13, madhouse and near chaos," been tolerated and which is be- morning by officials at the Bryan and Judy Smith decided night when an electric substagrowth with an abundance of 1894, in Trigg
County and was the was the description of the U.S.- coming a formidable factor in Murray-Calloway County there weren't enough bicycles tion failed.
pine, red maple, azalea, daughter
Hospitals, police
station',
of the late William style TV given by Grant Death- the Canadian political scene is Hospital where he was admitted around for all the kids and
cryptomeria, fir, cedar and Skinner
adults
man,
subways
who
coordinatin
interviews
wanted
and the central plot
g
to
given
the
by
chairman
pedal
the
inFriday,
on
Calhoun
July
at
and
2,
8:30
p.m.
Faithie
Several persons were charges, cherry trees.
for muse of usnotonis com- politicans outside their chamLancaster Calhoun.
Spann suffered a fracture of stead of walk. So they organ- office were affected. UPI netts
entered pleas of guilty, and were
mittees.
bers.
Mrs.
Carr
the
was
rib and of the leg in an ized a project and asked people correspondent Henry Ackera
member
of
the
fined in the City Court of City
Deachman described a meetAfter giving their comments automobile accident, according to donate bikes they weren't man's wife beat the blackout by
First
United
Methodist
Qiurch
in
Judge Pro-Tern Ernest Brooks on
using. The response was grab- a few minutes. She gave birth
Murray where she had resided ing of the U.S. Senate Foreign in Parliament, the party to reports.
Friday, June 25, and Monday,
ng
Relations Committee where leaders rush outside to the
to a baby girl at a local
for the past nine years. She was a
Two other persons, injured in
June 28. Names placed on the
Now the community has a hospital shortly before the
cameras and an audience of accidents,
native
were
treated
of
the
Trigg
at
County.
program to provide bicycles for lights went out.
permanent court records were as Dear Editor:
millions. These interviews,
emergency room of the local
Survivors are one son, Lacey
the young and old, and they
follows:
particularly in the case of the
D.
Carr
of
hospital
Murray; one sister,
on Sunday, July 4.
don't have to return the bikes
Your correspondent, Mr. Jack
Kenneth Buel Downey, driving
Commons, tend to take over
Mrs. Fay Carr of Cadiz; one
Don Hunter, Jr., age fourteen, when they've finished their
Parliament and to denigrate its
while intoxicated, fined $150.00 Gray (District Engineer ), rightly
Federal State Market News
of 405 North 18th Street, was ride. They are asked merely to
points out the tremendous cost in brother, Will Calhoun of Trigg
status.
costs $10.00.
County; several nieces and Service July 6, 1971 Kentucky
It is for this reason that par- treated for a laceration of the left leave them in a public place
Bennie B. Parker, public money, time and resources used
Purchase Area Hog Market liamentary leaders believe elbow at 1:05 p.m. He was when they dismount, so
nephews.
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs to remove litter. I would like to
Report includes 10 buying they should get TV and radio reported injured in a motorcycle someone else can pedal off.
Funeral
services
were
held
add a recent experience as an
$10.00.
Monday at 2:30 pm.at the chapel stations Receipts: Act. 1166 Est into Parliament and its com- accident.
The bicycles are painted in
Billy Ray Parker,driving while example of partial cause of his
of the Goodwin Funeral Home, 1200 Barrows and Gilts Steady mittees so that there may be a
Mrs. Lennie Hooks of Murray bright colors and bear a sign
intoxicated, fined $150.00 costs problem.
Sows Steady
indicating they belong to the
Route One was treated for
Recently, on Highway 641 I Cadiz, with Dr. Samuel R.
$10.00.
measure of control over these
abrasions of the hands and entire community for use by
observed the occupants of a car Dodson, Jr., of Murray ofFranklin D. Walker, dri
media.
US 1-3 200-230 lbs.., 19.50-20.25
hematomas of the legs at 6:30 anyone.The only ground rule is
while intoxicated, fined $150.00 ahead deliberately 'dump' a ficiating.
But the Canadians were disnot to ride too long or take the
US 2-4 190-240 lbs., 19.25-19.50
whole bag of litter in the grass Pallbearers were Hollis Carr,
costs $10.00.
appointed by what they saw in p.m. She was reported hit by a bike home.
US N 240-260 lbs., 18.75-19.25
Vernon
Calhoun,
according
car,
Thomas
hospital
to
Wade
Washington. There, they found
Harry Timothy Recker, no immediately before entering the
"We're not antiautomobile,"
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 18.25-18.75
motorcycle license, fined $10.00 parking area at the beach of Calhoun, Lacey Calhoun, Martin
that the media took charge far records.
explains Judy. "It's just that
SOWS
Calhoun,
and
Lindsey Dixon.
more than in Canada. DeschKentucky Dam State Park. Since
costs $10.00.
we want to provide the fun that
Burial was in the Carr Cemetery US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 14.50-15.50
man observed that televising of
Sara Briggs Long, driving I myself was going to the Village
people can have on a bike and
US 1-3 300-550 lbs., 13.50-14.50
in
Trigg
County.
Washingcommittee
s in
Senate
while intoxicated, amended to Inn close by, I took a note of the
the exercise they get from ridUS 2-3 450-650 lbs., 12.50-13.50
ton is at the discretion of the
reckless driving, fined $100.00 number, color and make of the
few down to $12.00.
chairman concerned.
car. On reaching the Village Inn I
costs $10.00.
*
*
*
Michael
W.
Olesky, telephoned the county Sheriff.
In the scientific spin-off dechairmen
naturally
"These
disregarding red light, fined After expressing only mild inpartment, the federal space
were under considerable presterest, he informed me that I
$20.00 costs $10.00.
agency's Jet Propulsion Labthe
media
which
from
sure
Jimmy Dale Greer, reckless would have to come to his office
oratory, Pasadena, Calif., has
tended to get their own way,"
driving, fined $20.00 costs 910.00. to "swear out a warrant", and
developed an alarm system
commented.
he
NEW YORK (UPI)—Louis aimed at keeping small school NEW TRIAL—William ZeiJoe Wilson, public drunken- that this would also mean a court The traveling art exhibit of the
Deachman
spoke
the
of
ness, fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
Armstrong, the disorders from becoming big ler, Pittsburgh's accused
appearance later. I asked him if Lutheran Schools of the MidNEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks Senate Foreign Relations Com- "Satchmo"
Karen
commuter bandit, is free
Patton
Barnett, the offenders could not receive a South District will be on display opened hieher on moderate mittee where "one camera gravel-voiced singer and jazz ones.
trumpeter, died today at his
on nominal bond after,
disorderly conduct, fined $20.00 warning from him, since the car at Immanuel Lutheran Church, turnover Tuesday.
focused on the bald spot of the
JPI.,
also
has
come
up with a
being granted a new trial
costs $10.00.
was easily located. This he 15th and Math, every day from
Shortly after the opening, the current bad guy before the home. He was 71.
computer that keeps school at- on grounds
Armstrong, only
that witnesses
July 4-11. The public is cordially Dow Jones industrial average committee while another
refused to do.
recently tendance
records which may
were shown his picture be- ,
I later drove through this invited to view this display at any was ahead 0.51 at 890.70. zoomed in on the chairman to released from Beth Israel make
classroom roll calls as fore identifyin
g him in a
parking area. The car was still time during the day or early Advances topped declines, 139 catch the full beauty of his Medical Center after a long obsolete as
inkwells in Amer- police lineup. He
Beige of kidney and heart ican
was conthere, and, moreover, parked evening.
to 89 among 321 issues across toothy smile."
schools.
victed in 1967.
Receiving a superior rating the tape.
illegally.
From The
After discarding Washington trouble, had been practicing an
Canadian committee hour a day on his gold-plated
Unless the law enforcement from here are Valerie McKinney, U.S. Steel was unchanged
at TV, the
authorities are supported by all Kelly Thomas, and Kay Farley 32 in its group, as was went to New York and viewed trumpet for a return to work.
His death at his home in the
of us they cannot do an effective from the Lutheran Kindergarten Bethlehem at 23. Republic the United Nations' method of
By United Press International job. This is a fact of life. What in Murray. Their art work is dipped % to 204.
covering its own debates. "We Corona section of Queens was
NEW YORK—Chief Justice happens, however, when these included in this display.
In the motors. Chrysler eased were impressed," said Desch- announced by Bill Doll Assowho promptly invited ciates, his publicists.
Warren E. Burger, suggesting same people will not support our The Mid-South District of the
to 26%, but
White Motor man,
the number of cases facing the supportive measures?
"Louie died quietly at his
Lutheran Church - Missouri added 1.* to 237t, and General U.N. television experts to OtSupreme Court be cut down:
No wonder that Mr. Gray Synod comprises western Ken- Motors was L. higher at 79-% tawa to supply advice on how home at 5:30 a.m. today," the
Parliament could be covered spokesman said.
"Either the quantity or the spends over $3,000 a month on tucky, all of Tennessee and
Monsanto added % to 46S in
adequately and "with dignity."
quality of the work of the litter pick-up. Perhaps the Arkansas. There are
Armstrong had entered Beth
11 the chemicals; Union Carbide
*Parliament decides to run Israel Hospital March 15 in
Supreme Court must soon yield sheriff's officer with whom I elementary schools and 26 kin- held unchanged at 474.
Penn
spoke would like to volunteer dergartens
to the realities."
operated
by th Central was steady at 47/ in the its own television show and critical condition. After several
supply feeds to the two setbacks, which forced doctors
some of his salary to help pay Lutheran congregations in this rails, and Burlington
Northern Canadian
networks,
its to perform tracheotomy and
NEWARK, N.J.—U.S. Attor- the bill?
District; Immanuel operates one also was steady at 44%.
ney Herbert Stern, commenting
of these kindergartens.
In the oils, Phillips added 4N coverage may be rather sus- place him in a respirator, he
regained his strength.
on the convictions of Jersey
Sincerely,
This art festival was open to all to 32%, while Standard of Wt.
City Mayor Thomas J. Whelan
The hospital was deluged with
students in these schools and California rose a full point to
"Environmentalist"
Deachman suggested that if
mail for the New Orleans-born
and seven other political figures
judged by a panel in Knoxville. 57%. Occidental and Natomas
news cameras were doing the jazz
great and President Nixon
for extortion:
FKLE LOADERS
climbed 4. each to 19 and 91%, job they would tend to switch
"You can fight City Hall—and NEW YORK ( UPI)—Benja- THAT ENGLISH REtiutVE
respectively. Texaco was un- from a dull speaker to a mem- sent a telegram which Armmin Franklin, Thomas Jeffer- LONDON (UPI) —An 18-year- changed at 35%, while Atlantic ber of Parliament who was strong taped to his door.
win."
"I had a list of things wrong
son, John Hancock and John old mother delivered her own Richfield dropped 1% to 704. asleep or to a disturbance in a
with me so long I couldn't see
CONCORD, Calif.—A night Adams, all received free baby Friday because she was Flying Tiger rose kit to 377
. gallery. "If Parliament ran its
nursing supervisor at Concord dinners and rides at Coney too shy to call her neighbors for in the airlines, and American own TV it would not tend to give how one cat could have so
Community Hospital, talking Island over the Independence help.
gained % to 27%. General that kind of colorful coverage," many and get over them," he
said after his discharge from
Mrs. Elizabeth Nuttal's hus- Dynamics was unchanged at he acknowledged.
about Dale Allen Eidson, a Day holiday weekend.
recently-signed placelticker for They were the- only persons to band had just left for work 27% in the aircrafts. Lock- But whether canadians the hospital. "I guess I'm an
the San Diego Chargers who show up in response to an when she felt labor pains and heed added % to 10%.
would be interested in watching old cat you can't lose."
lost both legs in a fireworks announcement by Coney Island knew it was the baby, who In the electronics, Westing- decorous debates in the Comofficials promising a day on the wasn't due for another three house lost % to 89%, with IBM mons and Senate is open to
explosion:
down 1% to 317%, and Control question. Deachman agrees
"He's talking but he's still house to anyone with names the weeks.
Know You Know
that while some of the U.S.
By United Press International
very critical. We don't know at same as those of the 54 signers "I don't know my neighbors Data 1/4 lower at 59%.
DOWN TOWN MURRAY
More than 100 flavors of ice
this point if he's aware of is of the Declaration of Indepen- very well, so I decided to do it American Telephone dipped committee telecasts may lack
they
have
dignity,
audience
myself,"
apshe said. "It wasn't kit to
dence.
cream have been manufacBausch it Lomb rose
injuries "
much trouble "
1% to 127%.
peal.
tured
By JOHN P1NKERMAN
Copley News Service
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CORN AUSTIN

WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY
TOMORROW, JULY 'LIE
WILL BE PREPARING FOR
OUR JULY CLEARANCE
WHICH STARTS
THURSDAY, JULY 9.
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